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A. Production Essay 
1. Projected Styles 
a. General st~tement of production plan 
b. Methods of work with the actor 
c. Speech 
d. Movement 
e. Scenery 
f. Lighting 
g. costume 
(All of the fo~oing subjects are treated in 
two articles prepared prior to the production. 
One article is the Director's Request to the 
Faculty Committee and the second is the 
Director's Statement of Intention.) 
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TO THE FACULTY COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE PROIUCTIONS 
My experience in the program of graduate thesis productions, on both 
sides of the nrootlightsi~ has taught :me that the major prerequisite for 
the graduate director is not that he find the nperfectp!.ay, 11 but that he 
find the play that is perfect for him at the particular time of his 
production. I realize that there must be a great sense of responsibility 
not only to his fulfilling of the requirements of the degree program, but 
also to the overall program of the University Theatre, and particularly to 
the graduate thesis productions. 
It is this concept of my responsibility,ptus my responsibility as a 
candidate for the religious drama degree, that has guided my decisions as 
mueh as has my devotion to a particular play. 
I want a play that will work for me and my cast; one that presents life 
in the terms with which I want to deaJ. w.ith life; one that upholds something 
bf the nobility and beauty that I believe is inherent in man's existence. 
I want to be involved in a type of theatre that is interesting to work with 
in all of it's aspects; one that I can comprehend and work with as a director 
and one for which I have the actors. I feel challenged to choose something 
that has the possibility of broadening our understanding and appreciation 
for the theatre as a school of theatre arts. 
I have found such a play in Bertol t Brecht 1 s MOTHER COORAGE. It is to . 
this play that I am requesting to devote my wrk as partial fulfillment for 
the degree of Master of Fine Arts in Religious Drama. 
; . 
INTENTIOIIB . FOR THE PLAY 
MOTHER COu~GE, to me, is one of the greatest expressions of life 
that can be found on the stage •. It 1 s life and ilJ3.nguage is simple, yet the 
vitality and depth of the play is communicated with force and with beauty 
that is almost poetic. It is this depth, or height¥, Which gives the play 
the sort of greatness that makes it important to the living theatre. 
From the plays of B~echt t s that I know, I think ].10THER COURAGE is his 
finest. As a consumation of the innumerable styles in 'Which he has written 
it is a crowning achievement. And it seems to me to be epic theatre at it's 
best. 
Two major interests led me to Brecht and finally to MarHER COURAGE. I like, 
above other styles, the epic style. I feel that it is the style in which I 
can do a better job of direction, and since it is important in the graduate 
production to do one's best I feel it will be wise for me to employ a treatment 
in which I feel most capable. I also like_Brecht, and I like, especially, 
his peculiar brand of epic theatre, which has been so appropriately described 
as "narrative realism." I find his work exciting, his theatre intrigu¢ing 
beyond words.. I feel that he has given us an extroadinary legacy in the 
·modern theatre and that we, in America, have yet to realize just how rich a 
heritage we have in Bertolt Brecht 1s theatre. It is just possible that it 
would be his concept of the theatre witha purpose, a ;tf.'rame of reference, that 
could help us to gain a sane and important American Theatre. 
As for the play, MOTHER COURAGE, I can state oniby briefly what I have 
to say about it, for it is an amazing play, challenging in every aspect of 
my lrnowledge of the theatre. The story is simple, an intimate personal 
documentary set against the on rush of an important period in history. The 
simplicity of the people parallels that of the story. i Their talk is the simple, 
everyday language to which we are accustomed. Yet, with all of it's simplicity, 
the play is lifted by the amazing courage of one woman, Mother Guts. Her 
fearlessness dominates in the face of even the most tragic moments in human life, 
yet she possesses warmth and sensitivity----she is human. .And at the end of 
the pl~ she belongs to the classic glory of all the heroes of the theatre. 
To be swept along through these years with Mother Courage, and to stand 
in the presence of her despair as well as her heroism is, for me, a 
deeply religious experience.. An experience that I feel must be shared with 
others. To me, the play is one of the finest pieces of. literature for the 
stage bearing religious significance. 
THE PROBLEMS OF THE PRODUCTION 
A. The Act;i.ng 
I have'studied the difficulties to some extent, just as I have explored 
it 1s possibilities, and the greatest of the difficulties is the requirement 
of an actress to portray Motl:i.SrC.Glllts. All else seems almost secondary in 
difficulty. I lrnow the type of actress needed for the part. I do not lrnow 
if one is available. This will require my looking again at every actress, 
as well 'as new ones, thinking this time in terms of Mother Guts. I cannot 
inake any wise judgements from what I ha:ve seen before, because I have seen 
little of the style of acting required by this play. It is a different t,r.pe 
of theatre to which we are accustomed in the Univefsity Theatre, and demands 
a somewhat different type of acting. If I should be permitted to choose this 
play, and should I not find a Mother Guts before the time of casting, I 
should not be foolish enough to proceed with the play. I could not! 
Most of the acting is not difficult. '!'he most difficUJ.. t roles are 
those of Mother Courage, Catherine, and the Chaplain. The others, even 
though there is the fryightening numbef of 32 roles, are relatively easy. 
And the enormous cast ~s not as fierce as it seems. Outside of seven (or six) 
major roles, the rest of the cast could double or triple. I expect the 
cast to number about 15 or 18. However, closer analysis of each role might 
necessarily increase this number. I think the large cast is valuable for 
two reasons; it offers more opportunities for actors, and it gives me the 
needed opportunity of working with a large cast, an experience that I feel 
most of us all too often fail to come by soon enough. 
B. The Setting 
I do not believe the production will be unusually difficult. In fact, 
I think room 210 is a very like place for MOTHER COORAGE, especially with the 
added possibilities of utilizing more space, made possible by the ne<J 
lighting facilities. The following discussion is an outline of my proposed 
treatment of the play. 
It will be necessary to direct the play in the· rather peculiar epic 
(narrative-realistic) style in which it is written, and in which Brecht 
intended for it to be acted. I believe there is no w~ of doing Brecht 
successfully other than the way he intended it, ech play having it s 
own particular .form and demanding a particular treatment. MOTHER BoUR.c.ClE 
is a swiftly movi~ play, yet there are definite places when time must lbe 
extended and the pace changed. There are 12 scenes,. vary:ing markedly in their 
length and mood. Yet, the play has arefin~te rhythm, and moves with almost 
precise calculation to tbe final moment. lhe use of sound and music (and 
there seem to be infinite possibilities for both), lightg, and especially 
of silence are essential in the long distance mood and action of the play. 
Each of the 12 sc-enes are well-formed vignettes from the life of Mother Guts, 
each standing alone, yet together forming a piece of drama electric with 
emotion and action. 
This far in my thinking, I see the play as something like a film, each 
movement, each scene darefully arranged for a photographer. Having studied 
something of Brecht1s staging techniques and his use of a camera during 
re_hearsals I feel.,that perpaps I am on the right track as to the staging of 
MOTHER COURAGE. !he printed introductions to the scenes,ee~peeiA1J,y;~·.demarui a 
filmic effect. 
The setting should be as simple a unit set as possible, with a minimum of 
detail and business and a mciximum of .flexibility and fluidity. I think the 
entire play should be played against an enormous screen or wall, the center 
portion of ~ich is opaque, allowing £he projections .from the back stage area. 
Between the front of the screen and the upstage acting area there should be an 
area of darkness, untouched by lights that will allow for the most effective 
projections and for effective use of shadows and silhouettes. Upon this 
scfeen the printed introduction to each scene wculd also be projected; also, 
slightly abstracted actuaL photographs wculd be projected on the screen 
during the scenes to express place, time, etc. (It would be necessary to 
make these with the aid of a photographer who could capture on film the 
quality necessary for the projected background of each scene.) Some part of 
the unit should be portable andex:tremely flexible and could be used to 
suggest whatever constructions are necessary for the action --a wall, house, 
tent, etc. Shifting of this unit occasionally will prevent repetition in ihe 
visual effect. I wruld plan to use a very large part of the .floor of room 
210~ with perhaps a modification of a tbree-quarter arena arrangement. It 
will be necessary to allow the stage (small stage in 210) distance plus a 
little more .for the distance necessary for the right sizea of projections 
on the screen. 
The play is moved primarily by the light~ and the sound, which must be 
carefully integrated. The wagon is the major production pboelem. It must be 
big enough so that it will not seem dWarfed by one person in it, yet it 
must hot be so big that it dominates the set. Indeed, it_ would be foolish 
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to have a large wagon, since it is necessary to move it with one person. The 
wagon is moved only a few times, then being no really major problem to transport. 
Two wide entrances on either side of the screen (both of 'Which would be 
shadowed, preferably) will permit a relatively free movement of the wagon on 
and off stage. Space should b~ given on the floor behind the screen in which 
the wagon could be moved .from one side to another when there is no projected 
sceneey on the screen. When it is on stage it can be placed in a variety 
of positions, thus giving a more flexible use of the acting area. The 
wagon is extremely important to the play. Most of the characters have a 
very definite relation to it, and they are related toe ach other through the 
\ . wagon in many ways. 
C.. The Lighting 
There should be no more attempt at realism i,n lighting than there is in 
the setting. It must blend with hae strange mixture of narration and realism 
that is found in t h~text of the play. The stage sh auld be well lit in many 
of the scenes (some of the reqUiring large acting Ereeas, some requiring very 
small; intimate areas ) . and at other times a minimum of light is necessary. 
· I think there are fine possibilities for using shadows and silhouettes, 
especially when the only sound is the off-stage singing or speaking. 
D. Sound & Music 
The srund is importatilt. Possibilities for marching, wagon wheels in 
mud, druming, firing, and music will hejp tle scenes run smoothly from 
one to another. The musical score for the songs is available. ftavilJg 
a knowledge of music, and having studied the piano score accompanying ruy 
copy of the play I can see that the music is not difficult. The orchestration 
or accompaniment is another matter. It would be thrilling to have the type 
of ensemble (accordian, drum, tru.:lftpet, flute) suggested, yet aililowances 
can&e made and the music still be effective. I think the use of a guitar 
or other stringed instrument could supplant much of the suggested 
accompaniment. The songs are not difficul.t and require actors 'Who 
need only to have pleasant voices and mo can carry the tune. 
E. Costuming 
A little more detail is required in the costuming; however, exact 
authenticity and intricate details in clothEilBg are not necessary. .Any 
attempt at extreme realism in costuming would be out of place. It will 
be the color and the degign of the costume which w.ill need to be w rked 
out carefully. The greatest requirements are for military c ostumes. 
The foregoing, in not too small a nut shell, is the collection of ruy 
beginning thoughts and plans for the production of MOTHER COURAGE • I feel 
that the five months or so (depending on the production dates assigned to 
me) till the performance give me ample time to do what I feel is the 
necessary study and e:xploration to guarantee a successful performance. 
In rrry position I cannot allow myself' to be ·disappointed if my request is 
considered unwise at :iiliis time. However, I am challenged by this play 
as I am by no other play. I think it can be a valuable e:x:pei:tence for 
the entire program of the graduate thesis productions. It has special 
significance for the University Theatre this year because of the well-
chosen overall theme of the changing role of the t.rag;ic hero in drama. 
Mother Courage certainly belongs in this study. My enthusiasm has been 
kindled by the extra values I feel tha play has for actnrs, designers, 
stage managers, faculty and the audience as soirething new. .And above 
all else I believe that it is the right play for me. I feel that I can 
do it and come out a better director. · 
~~ 
Wm. Thrashe 
Sept. 29, 196o 
THE DIRECTORfS SlfAft~ 0~ Il'lTENTION 
MOTHER COURAGE 
By Bervoldt Brecht 
Directed by William Thrasher 
r~ TEE·· DRAMA.TIC IDEA: 
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MOTHER COURAGE is an anti ... war playo · By way of documentation, through the 
?e.rticuiar selection of real events~ and wi tho\lt t.he use of extremely self ... conscious 
:3ymbolism or allego1•y the cha:t·ac:ters show us wa:r .9' leaving to us Whatever judgments 
md conclusions we can and will makeo The p lay is based on the llactions ... s:peak-
Louder-than-words-1! theory 1 for the underl ying ideas are found in the acti.ons more · jhan in the words o ....__,.. 
For the particular dramatic situation around which Brecht wraps his opposition 
jO war (a.'1d modern materialism) he has chosen one that is not only to the point, 
)Ut mor.e than adequate for a war-minded 20th century~ The theme is~ 
THERE IS A PRICE FOR DEPENDENCE ON WAR 
The simp1is~ and yet the sole 1statement of the theme in the text is directed 
Lt Moth9r Courage at the end of the first scene: 
11When a war gives you all you earn, 
one day it may claim something in returnon 
.nd this is what happens. In order to keep her family together and alive, she . 
~ourageouSiy makes her living from ~he war, and in so doing loses her family. 
However, this rather obvious dramatic idea is heightened by the development of 
more important idea of human courage, expressed in one degree or another through-
~ut the play1 but giving focus to the entire action of the play by Kattrints 
.eroism in the eleventh scene. 
I • THE THEATRICAL KEY TO THE DRAMATIC IDEA t 
The twelve episodes or scenes of the play show that individuals (representing 
cross-section of society) regardless of their wills or attitudes must come to 
erms with war if they are to survive. Because survival is the motivation for each 
haracter, whether he attempts to exist as .independently as possible of the 
ctivities of war or whether he earns his very bread from the war, survival is the 
ey for the overall action for the first ten scenes. And hand in hand with the 
truggle to survive go the countless compromises man makes to insure his safety. 
rhe Song of the Great Capitulation" in scene four is the clearest example of how 
r-echt translates his own idea into the action of the play. 
The key to the dranatic action changes in the eleventh scene when suddenly the 
~ruggle for survival midst the threat of destruction is overshadowed by noble or 
~roic action. Kattrin does not compromise, and for the first time in the play we 
3e an a~tion of noble_proportions. 
.... 
rii. THE THEATRICAL REALIZATION OF THE DRAMATIC IDEA: 
THE ACTORS must tell the story that is found in the text, without interpreting 
L t according to their likes or d:tslikes;. Th~~'Y nust work for the somewhat peculiar 
~ombir>..ation of involvement and non-involvemer't (simultaneously) that is called for 
)Y the dialogue of the play.., Their situation is real, but vhe:Lr dialogue lacks 
3omething of reality because it is stark, ironic~ st.ripped of everything e.mept the 
~ssence of their thoughts and at.JGU,udasl) They mu=3t make their characters maintain 
ihe audience Is int,e:r>eHt i11 the nituat:l one oo-PZ'ir:!ari:l.y their objeC"tiv~? interest<! 
'heir job 1.s to become p!D7tio1···a;:-e;cume:ntat.ion of tl-:-e e:l':f;'eii"de-daDd essentially 
mh-er:>al btruggle aet fort.ll ~-'1 the plc..yo It ohould be the situation that is 
temorable and afi'ecting more than the ehlar-ac:~e:rs~ 
There should be 3 in the acting, obvious degrees of involvement rather than a 
.i xture of acting styles-> The songs are to be U3ed as ways in which the characters 
onnnent on thems~J.voso 
THE SCENE DESIGNER m•1st uncier~itand tr·.e epinodic (epic) nature of the play, and 
ust try to produce the fram(-:>to::.•k ·t,f:.at will e.J.1rJw the kind of documentary treatment 
esired by the directo:-:o He w"L"J.l be asked to c:on-::e.ive of the production as thoug}ht 
t were .a black and white. or b:rr)t-r.l and V<ihi.te f:Um_, a:nd to employ whatever filmic 
eohniques possible to achieve t-he effeot of a :rrtoving picture. 
THE LIGHTING DESIGNER; '.!:'RE SCUND TECHNICIA.N ~ and THE SCENE DESIGNER must work 
losely together to bring abvnt the cons·iiantly moving filmic (or moving picture) 
ffect desired. Their work must, be coordinated in order to create smooth movement 
1roughout the twelve scenesp 'Much of the movement of the play will depend on 
Lghtse Most of the mood within each scene will depend on sound as well as lights. 
THE COSTill1ER will be asked to work with tbe scene designer in order that the 
)Stumes might. complete the etage picture-o~ Since it vTill be the actors and their 
)Stumes that fiVe detail to the produ·ction, interesting lines and textures will 
~ important in the costumeso The costumer must understand the filmic effect 
~sired and mud consider this se:d.ously in the colors employed. Costumes will be 
>re impo~tant in creating mood and atmosphere than in creating character ••• they 
1long more to a time of war t~an to the people. Extreme definition or authenticity 
· time and place in dress is not desired. 
PROPS.9 like costumes, shou:!.d add to the details of the stage picture, and must 
.so contr1.bute as much as poss~.ble to the atmosphere of each scene. They must meet 
e practical requirements for their use, but not at the expense of the overall 
mosphere of the scene. 
THE MUSIC derives its movement and its emotional tone from the text and the 
ene from which it comes. T~e song~ must be of a similar style, and must fit the 
erall mood of the play. Rtythmically and tonally the music should borrow from 
3 sounds of war and it mus~ enforce the bitter irony and humor of the words of 
3 songs .. 
2. Research 
a. History 
(1) Play 
( 2) Period 
( 3) Playwright 
b. Comparison with previous productions 
of the play 
c. Bibliography 
RESEARCH 
A. History 
(l) Play 
MOTHER COURAGE was written in 1938-39, during Brecht's 
twenty-fo:n:bh year as a literary figure, and after he was 
recognized as a leading contributor to the literature and the 
technique of the modern theatre. 
It was first produced in Zurich Schauspielhaus, April 
9 
19, 1941 by Leopold Lindtberg, scenery by Teo Otto, with 
Therese Giehse (Courage), Langhoff (Eilif), Bienert (Sergeant) 
Gerda Muller (Old Woman), Paryla (Schweizerkobi). It was 
also produded in Deutsches Theatre, Berlin, January 11, 1949, 
by Brecht and Engel, with Helen. Weigel, Brecht 1 s wife, as 
Mother Courage. The new production, by the Berliner Ensemble 
was produced first in September of 1951, and was taken to 
the First Paris International Theatre Festi~al ·in 1954. 
Other m:~.tstanding productions since ~951 are: 
Palace Theatre, London, August 27, 1956 
Theatre Nationale Populaire, Paris, Nov. 18, 1951 
(By Vilar with Germaine Montero) 
Teatro ~ei Satiri, Rome, Nov. l9!fJ2 
Royal Theatre, Copenha~n, Oct. 7, 1953 
Barnstaple, June 1955, by Theatre Workshop. 
BBC Broadcast, Third Programme, Dec. 4, 1955. 
Marines Memorial Theatre, San Francisco, Jan. 17, 
1956. 
Other Productions: Oslo, Stockholm, Tel Aviv, 
Finland, Holland, Rumania, Japan, 111!!1. Y11Pk ~ 
J? • • AJlj!·£>Y), and numerous other civic or university 
theatre productions. 
Publication Information: 
Versuche 9 (1949) 
Stucke VII (1953) 
New Directions (1941) H.H. Hays English translation. 
Modern Theatre II (1955) Eric Bentley English 
translation 
* Bertolt Brecht: Nine Plays (1961) Revised English 
version by Eric Bentley 
(For most extensive resources of pictures and 
information on various productions see the 
bibliography of this thesis.) 
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The final bit of information concenning the history of 
MOTHER· COURAGE lieS": in the realm of possibility more than in 
probability. Recent rumors state that the latesttversion of 
the play (Bentley's of 1961) is being prepared for a 
Broadway production in the near future. To date there has bee 
.no confirmation of such information. 
( 2) Period 
Bertolt Brecht had left Germany, in self-exile, six 
years before the completion of MQTHER COURAGE, which means 
that the play was written in Denmark, his home during this 
period of exile. This was also one year before he came to 
The United States (1940.) It is literally a period when 
he was " ••• changing countries more often than shoes ••• " 
(Brecht, in .AN DIE NACHGEBORENEN). 
Brecht was thirty-five years of age, and at the height 
of his fame as a writer and an experimenter and innovator in 
the theatre. This was a critical time for him to be deprived 
of not only his national privilege, but especially deprived 
of the very tools wi~h which he worked, the theatre, adtors, 
and an audience. It was also a critical for a writer such 
as Brecht to cry out against the social injustices that he 
-------------------
* This latest version was used in this thesis production of 
MOTHER COURAGE. ( Wm.. Thrasher) 
I 
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faced in Nazi Germany. He yearned for the opportunity to 
strike out against Hitler,and with other friends and literary 
igures--such as Thomas and Heinrich Mann, Feuchtwanger, 
old Zweig, Thomas Mann's son Klaus, Ernst Toller--he 
ssisted in plotting the downfall of Hitler. But Germany 
offered ho hope as a residence, so he moved to Denmark, which 
relatively close to Germany. 
As far as his pODUlarity outside of Germany is concerned, 
scarcely existed other than through THE THREEPENNY OPERA. 
cht found this not only difficult for establishing himself 
n other European theatre but also in writing during his 
enmark period. He discovered that it was not just the 
slatimns of his plays which caused their suffering at the 
nds of European theatre-goers. It was his whole approach 
d the spirit of his work that was almost incomprshensible to 
on-German public. 
Brecht began to loose his confidence (or at least his 
nterest) in writing social commentary, so he Deturned to 
more poetical vein of play~~iting (he had given up his 
oetry for some time.) And in this most desperate of all times 
made his greatest contributions to the literature of the 
Galilee (193~-§8) 
The Trial of·Lucullus (1938) 
The Good Wo··qan of Setzuan ( 1938-40) 
Mother Courage (1938-39) 
But also by this time war was inevitable and Denmark 
ecame more and more unsafe for Brecht; indeed, no place in 
e was safe enough for a man so hated by the Nazian. So 
e moved to Finland in 1940 and with greater ease there obtaine 
American Visa and came· to The United States in 1941. 
(3) Playwright 
"I, Bertolt Brecht, am from the black forests. 
My mother carried me, as in her womb I lay, 
Into the cities. And the chill of the forests 
Will stay within me to my dying day." 
There is no simpler biographical statement of the man, 
Bertolt Eugen Friedrich Brecht, than this one written by 
himself in a poem entitled Of Poor B.:B,c.= For it expresses, 
in the words of a poet, the essence of that poet. 
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Born in Augsburg, German, February 10, 1898, Bertolt 
Brecht made a timely appearance in history ••• the turn of the 
century. His father was a respected and well-to-do citizen, 
the managing director of a paper mill, and his mother was the 
daughter of a civil servant from the Black Forest. Inspite 
of the mixed Catholic-Protestant marriage, Bertolt was 
cristened in the Protestant Faith. 
Already with this little information one can see where 
the seeds of his later development were ~lanted--industrial 
security and Lutheran religious practices and teaching, not 
to mention the current of activity in all areas that 
characterized the turn of the century. And his radicalism 
of later years was also evident at the early years when he 
was knovm as a "sensitive and taciturn child, noncomformist 
and rebellious in a qu:tet, negative way." 
Another of Brecht's statements about himself is quite 
revealing: 
"I grew up as the son 
Of well-to-do people. My parents 
Put a collar round my neck and taught me 
The habit of being waited on 
And the art of giving orders. But 
\Vhen I had grovm up and looked around me 
I did not like the people of my own class 
• • .. • • • 
And I left my own class and joined 
The common people •••• n 
This break with his conventional up-bringing led him 
into a Bohemian existence whfuch characterized most of the 
rest of his life ••••• a life at time appearing crude and 
anything but refined culturallYo 
In his early years he lived amidst the rise and 
spread of Communism, characterized by such historic events 
as the Russian Revolution around 1918. Such revolutionary 
risings fed Brecht's attitudes towards established orders, 
social, political, religious, and later theatrical. But 
it was from this alertness to social strugr:;le that gave him 
not only the impetus, but also the material for his writing. 
Even though many of his earlier plays were not out-
standing as theatre pieces, their style and the writing was 
notable, and aroused much interest in a few people who knew 
Brecht. He was developing in a period when there were 
interesting and influential people in the literary world. 
During his Bohemiam existence as a medical student in 
Munich he expressed his interest in the theatre by becoming 
the theatre critic for Der Volkswille, the local organ of the 
extreme left-wing Independent Socialist party. Most of 
his notices were "distinguished mainly by their rudeness ••. n 
Soon the medical studies lapsed completely and he entered 
the world of the stage. He wrote a gre?t deal, and finally 
achieved some succes~with a play, DRUMS IN THE NIGHT. 
The influential Berlin critic, Herbert Ihering, in his 
review of the opening night performance in Munich said: 
"The twenty-four-year-old poet Bert Brecht has 
changed the literary physiognomy of Germany 
overnight~ With Bert Brecht a new tone, a new 
melody, a new vision has entered our time." 1 
~~-----------------~-------
tb Herbert Iherin~, nner Dramatiker Bert Brecht,u Berliner 
· · Rcrersen-Courier, 10.5. 1922. 
Ihering was also responsible for Brecht's being awarded the 
Kleist Prize, an annuai award to the best young dramatic 
talent. All this happened in the year 1922, and Brecht 
was established as a dramatist •••• as a rising dramatist. 
But whenever Brecht's plays returned to home ground, 
the road got rougher. Inspite of the interest manifested 
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in Germany concerning DRUMS IN THE NIGHT, plus the keen 
interest of Max Reinhardt, the play failed in Berlin, primarily 
because of casting and design difficulties and a primary 
disagreement between Brecht and Felix Hollaender, manager of 
the Deutsches Theatre where the play was performed. 
Such incidents characterized future attempts of Brecht's 
to have his plays produced in Germany, for which audience and 
social situation they were written. 
Brecht's following period was the Berlin period (l924-19B3) 
and was one of the most exciting for him because Berlin was 
the peak of his ambition. At that time the Berlin theatre 
was dominated by three great producers, Reinhardt, Jessner, 
and Piscator, all of whom had been individualistic in 
their theatre, and to whom Brecht belonged as a genre of 
theatricalists. This was the "epic 11 period in Germany, and 
a timely one for Brecht, whose inherent talent was in epic 
literature. 
But it was not only the sweeping strokes of ~he §pic 
interest that captured Brecht's imagination. He was. also 
intrigued by the lesser forms of art •••• night clubs, bars, 
diveg .. , the popular taste in music, etc. ballads, slap-stick 
humor, and the ever-popular vulgarity of the common man. 
The rest of Brecht's life and his career in the 
theatre developed along these lines, but with much more 
success. With so much success as a social commentator~ 
he became a threat to the Nazi regime and was forced into 
exile in 1933. And for years be wandered from place to place, 
with his family, until at last be w~s forced to flee from 
Europe to escape Nazi persecution. In 1941 he arrived in 
San Francisco, along with many other Central European 
writers who were sitting out the period of war. But his 
stay in The United States was no more profitable for him 
as a playwright. The American theatre did not respond to 
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the Brechtian theatre. (And to be sure, it has not responded 
to it to the present day_ At least, the first signs of such 
an interest are only now being seen faintly.) He wrote a 
great deal in this country, and made the association of 
Hans Eisler and Paul Dessau, musicians .with whom he later 
collaborated quite successfully. 
Slowly he was recognized in thms country, primarily 
through the performances of THE THREEPENNY OPERA and T~ 
MOTHER. It was also while in this country that his 
association with Eric Bentley was established, and Bentley 
has becom th~rimary advocate for Brecht among the academic 
and theatrica~ avant-gardev Reinhardt and Piscator, both 
appearing in this country about that time, became closer 
professional associates of Brecht's, much to his advantage. 
Gradually, through one important influential association> 
then another, Brecht•s plays were translated into English 
and produced in this country, and his foothold became stronger 
in American theatre. 
In the year 1947 Brecht. was subpoenaed bp appear before 
the Committee on Un-American Activities to teRtify on this 
subject. ~~ter one of the most intrigueing "witch-huntsn 
in the history of the House on Un-American, Brecht returned 
voluntarily to Europe, then soon to Germany. 
Finally he cast his lot with Communist Germany and 
established hims:ihlf in East Berlin (1948) and remained there 
until he died in 1956. It was here that he established 
the famous Be~~liner Ensemble, which emerged from the company 
that had appeared in B~echt's and Engel's production of 
MOTHER COURAGE at the Deutsches Theatre. 
1h 
Erecht's death came due to coronary thrombosis on August 
14, 1956 •••••• and was one of the most untimely deaths in the 
theatre-world. He was fifty-eight years old, and had reached 
a point in his career that might have helped him to thrust the 
modern theatre forward in broad, sweeping strides. 
His death has had little effect on the seeds he planted 
especially in the Berliner Ensemble, which is still one of the 
foremost theatre companies today, and which has the loyal 
support and artistic strength uf such people as Helene Weigel, 
Erecht's wife since 1928. 
It is too early to know how effective Brecht 1 s literary 
contributions will have on the modern theatre repertoire and 
further developments, but his theatrical techniques have 
begun to show their strong influence, even in America, the 
future home, perhaps , of a new Bertolt Brecht ••••• yet to be 
born. 
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b. Comparison with previous productions of the play 
Intelligent comparison with any previous productions 
8t the play should grow out of either having seen other 
productions or having access to notes and pictures of other 
productions. I have not seen other productions of WI:OTHER 
COtffiAGE, and therefore must rely on printed and p~ctoral 
records of other productions. The outstanding resource of 
this nature is the book Theaterarbeit, a collective account 
of the Berliner Ensemble's first six productions which is 
fully illustrated.1 MOTHER'COURAGE is illustrated rather 
extensively by showing pictures of various productions, and 
by comparing each of these productions. Two particular 
productions are treated more extensively than others. They 
are the productions at Berlin and at Munchen. 
The primary diffmculty in using TH~A~erarbeit as a 
resource is the fact that it is printed in German with no 
English translations. Since I do not read German I must 
rely on the pictoral comparisons almost completely, in 
addition to the scant amount of the German text (Brecht's 
directorial not.es primarily) that I have been able to have 
translated. 
* * * 
My beginning study of the play and my research into 
Brechtian staging techniques develoned in my mind a visual 
picture of what the play should look like. And, fortunately, 
the picture coincided with the kind of stage picture that 
I like ••••• that I think is interesting. It was from this 
original picture that I recorded my production plans in 
my request to the faculty and in my statement of directorial 
intention (found in Part l of this thesis.) It was after 
~y:;bgg_~§9:.~_1hi§._§~§:1.§!!1.§!!1 that I began to study other 
~ (See the Bibliography of this thesis for complete 
infQrmation on this book) 
productions of the play (primarily those of Brecht's with the 
Berliner Ensemble.) I was somewhat surprised to find marked 
similarities in almost every aspect of production--the overall 
stage employed, the blocking, costumes, scenery, and lighting. 
And then I realized that the similarity wasn't quite as 
unusual as might be thought. My own production and staging 
plans had come from the text •••• had almost been dictated by 
the text, and obviously so were those of Brecht's in his 
early productions, for this waw. an important part of his 
staging-technique theory. 
For the purposes of this portion of the thesis I believe 
the differences in productions would be more beneficial than 
the similarities, and I am able to mention specifically certai 
differences that have been brought to my attention since ~Y· 
performance. 
I expressed a concern for a definite .. three-dimensional 
effect in· my staging. This was not a great concenn of Brecht' o 
His pictures reveal staging that has an appearance of being 
almost one-dimensional. 
Brecht used the conventional nBrechtian half-curtain" 
to serve scene changes and transition scenes. I preferred 
no curtain at all, and chose to let the lightine move whatever 
action and. make whatever transitions that I could not do in 
the acting and physical movement. 
I required a rather--complex lighting sceme in order to 
aid the flow of action, scene transition, and for special 
dramatic effects. Brecht desired only to fill the stage with 
whatever light he needed to see the actors, and he left the 
stage lit throughout the play. 
I felt that projections were almost necessary for 
a backgroue1d for my production. Brecht had no back-ground, 
and never used projections (projected scenery that is) for 
his productions. He did use projected scene titles and the 
printed narration that appears at the beginning of the twelve 
scenes of MOTHER COURAGE. 
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.There were great differences, ·I am sure, in the acting 
style. This was probably due not so much to differing 
opinions and tastes, but to my insecurity with the kind of 
acting rennired by the play and by actors totally inexperiencec 
in non-dramatic-involvement acting employing an obvious 
technique such as Brecht's alienation. 
There was a difference in the song stylizations and their 
integration into the acting. I preferred to have the song 
grow out of the immediate situation and be a part of it as wel .. 
as for them to be sung to the audience. Brecht gave no though 
to the songs being integral to the scene. He had his actors 
turn direct~y to the audience and sing the song in a very 
straightf.orward manner. 
I believe that character interpretation must have been 
very similar, yet there were differences in some of the 
character interpretation. 
Brecht wanted Mother Courage to be hard, almost mean, and 
disliked b~ the audience. I preferred that she be a person 
for whom the audience could have more sympathy, with whom the 
audience might be willing to identify. I wanted to make her 
appealing to a certain extent, because I felt it necessary 
for my interpretation of the play. 
I did not use so much of the anti-clerical commentary 
Brecht had written into the character of the Chaplain. This 
was of personal and social importan~ to Brecht, but it is 
not well developed and tends to obscure the character in my 
own thinking, and therefore I preferred to p~ay it down and 
play up his personal human weaknesses and match his strangth 
against that of Mother Courage, therefore making him less 
important than Brecht intended. 
There are numerous other differences on which I could 
speculate, but the foregoing represent the ones that are 
outstanding. 
On the whole, I was constantly reminded of how much like · 
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Brecht•s original productions my production looked. There was 
very little conscious duplication on my part. Most of the 
duplication was unintentional, even though it can be easily 
explained by the nature of the play's demands. I believe the 
overall intentions directorially, the general mood and the 
constant movement were very much the same. And I cannot help 
but believe that the various imaginations that went together 
to form my production came very close, each within itself and 
then alltogether, to produce a performance that was recog-
nizably Brechtian and I believe right for the play. But this 
in no way suggests that there were not marked shortcomings 
and almost failures in my production that not only kept it 
from being Brechtian or right, but which also ke~ it from beint 
dramatically and theatrically correct. I have taken such 
weaknesses in my production for granted, and have compared the 
overall intention and the overall realization of that intentioz • 
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II 
Rehearsal Schedule and Production Log 
'i.,: 
l'. 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE 
(Director's Daily Log) 
the show presented the first critical moment. There 
great deal of enthusiasm for MOTHER COURAGE but there 
conflicts, especially with actors in the school. I was 
for a pro~lem with the male roles. 
I did not have the show pre-cast. There were certain people 
whose :ability I adm±reddand withowhom I had interest in 
working, but I saw only a few of them as possibilities in 
certain roles. I was hesitant to consider anyone too ser-
iously because I knew very little of how much singing ability 
most of them had. 
I held four reading tryouts and one singing audition. The 
following log represents casting developments .. 
Wed. Feb. 15--First Readings (1:30-5:00) and (!:30-9:00) 
I opened readings an hour early in order to hear people 
who were operating in BRAND and JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK, both 
of which were underway at that time. A number of 
younger acting students turned up to read, few men, but 
enthusiastic readings from almost everyone. In the 
evening many more advanced students appeared ••• too many 
to really give sufficient time for hest readings. Very 
pleased with the number of people who expressed interest 
in ;r:eading. Some very good readings. No decisions. 
Thurs. Feb. 16--First Readings (1:00-5:00) 
Again, opened readings an hour early to hear certain men 
that I wanted to hear read. Finished hearing everyone who 
wanted to read. Did not intend to hear any first readings 
in the evening, which I had set aside for complete 
second readings. 
(Casting Notes Continued) 
Thursday, Febo 16--Second Readings (7:00-9:00) 
Full house t Far too many people, yet a very rewarding 
-reading to have because I had all types of readers to-
getner and an audience to stimulate them. The best 
readings came from this session. Everyone stayed most 
of the two hours, especially all the men stayed. Had 
a couple of first readings, one of which was cast in a 
major role, Gbksel Kortay. This was one of the surprisi 
things that made the casting so fascinating. 
Friday, Feb. 17--Singing .Auditions (1:00-5:00) 
This is where I had to separate the singers from the 
actors. A difficult time. The thing I feared came 
trv.e •••• good actors often can't sing •••• and vice versa. 
But this didn't really cause any great damage to my 
constant mental formulation of a cast. It was a rough 
period for the actors, many of whom wanted very much to 
be cast, yet whose lack of singing ability completely 
prohibited them being castiRnyu of the major roles. 
ON MAKING UP A CAST: 
Over the week-end I put pieces of a cast together like 
a picture puzzle, first one Mother Courage (and a good 
supporting cast) thenanother one (with another possible 
cast.) It all boiled dimm to what I wanted in Mother 
Courage. Out of the 46 Women who read I had to pick 
5 •••• out of the 17 men I had to pick 14. So little 
choice for the male roles meant that I had to give 
careful consideration to the men I used and the women 
that I choose tm play with them. I had.to comprommse,. 
but never to the point of endangering the show. 
I posted a ~st on Tuesday, and during the course of the 
week lost two, one man and one woman. These were re-
placed, but the real problem was to s~ueeze all 13 men 
(Casting Notes Continued) 
time apd more ima~ination than I could muster up at times 
Finally it was done and I had several iliacancies in the 
lesser male roles. I could only hope to fill these as 
I went along ••• hoping to pick up some people from BRAND 
and from JUNO .AND THE PAYCOCK., 
THE REHEARSAL LOG: (And Production Log) 
Sat. Feb. 18--First production meeting 
ttGood meeting, but still need some of the production 
staff such as Stage Manager, Assistant Stage Manager, 
Lighting Designer, Sound Technician. Have talked with 
Nancy Libby and Harriet Levy about the overall design 
I . 
and we 'are communicating. I ihink we~ re in agreement 
about the basic ideas of design. Ian Brown, as 
Production Manager, is a great help. He knows his · 
business. Turned the budget over to him altogether. 
I want nothing to do with it .. " 
n After ~he meeting I talked further with Nancy Libby 
about costumes. She knows what I want and likes it, 
but doesn't know the theatre wardrobe yet. 11 
11 In another conversation with Harriet, 2 in :fact, we 
came to some agreement about the playing space and 
the kind of design. She has good ideas about the 
projections and the unit pieces. 11 
Tues. Feb. 21-.U.Had planned to have first rehearsal, but since 
I didn't post the cast till today it's too early to call 
a rehearsal. Tomorrow I plan to get as manyas the cast 
together as pos·:>ible and work out rehearsal schedules. 
Because of the·many conflicts I'm facing I've got to do 
this carefully." 
Tues. Feb. 21-llConnie Elliot, Stage Manager, and I worked 
all evening on the prompt book, making the 
changes from the old script to the new one. 
This is a real job." 
Wad. Feb. 22--"Bot the majority of the cast together during 
the course of the afternoon to work out rehea~s 
schedules." 
nconnie and I spend all evening working out a 
possible rehear::Jal schedule. u 
"I had planned to have complete readings of the 
play 'tith the entire cast. This had to be given 
up because of so many co~ittments to Brand 
crews and rehearsals and to Juno rehearsals." 
- -
11 I decided to proceed from now on with indivi 
scenes.u 
I was able to rehearse, or read through, these 
scenes ~uring the afternoon: 
Scene 8, Scene 2, Scene 7, and to work with 
Harry Hallenbeck on his schedule and his 
singing roles. This was to be a problem 
because he was involved in Merry Wives of 
Windsor. 
Also had an appointment with Nancy Libby about 
costumes. Gave her costume list. 
Thurs. Fe~. 23--~:30--Scene 1 
ttThis.is going to be one of the rough scenes to 
get going. Still don't have all the cast for 
this scene, and these particular pebple are 
the mo.st difficult to get together. n 
3 :30--"Had :·planned to do Scene 5 with a couple 
of new cast members, but one decided he could 
not take the role, and two other members were 
called for ErEJ.ndi crew. 11 
4:00--Made script chanees with Kahn and Passoth 
on Scenes 11 and 12. 
'\ ·. 
In the evening Connie and I worked on script 
ch~nges. 
Fri. Feb. 24--Things began to shape up as far as rehearsals 
were concerned. 
12:30--Scenes 11 and 12 
1:00--Scene 1 
2:30--Scene 2 
3:30--Scene 4 
No evening rehearsal. 
Sat. Feb. 25--Entire cast for reading and for hearing 
Director's statement of intention. Three 
cast members were exsued because of their 
Saturday jobs which they could not miss. 
I deoided that I would allow them these 
absences since I would have to have them 
later on. 
9:30 A.M.--12:30--Reading through script and 
notes on production plans. 
Mon. Feb. 27--This should be easier. Brand crews r?re n·eeded 
only in the evening, so I shouldn't have any 
trouble except for the evening performances. 
I can schedule around this. 
l2:00--Script changes for Dunaway. 
1:00-Scene 9 
2:00--Scene 1 
3:00--Scene 2 
4:30--Scene 8 
No evening rehearsal because ·of Brand 
critique per'formance. 
Tues. Feb. 28--12:30--Rehearse Bob Lehan, who has accepted 
one of the vacant roles. 
2:00--Scenes 11 and 12 
3:00--Scene 3 
4:00--Scene ~ 
3 
No evening rehearsal so that cast members can 
attend second performance of Brand and not 
disrupt any further rehearsals this week for 
that reason. 
"Scene 11 is going badl.y; still don't have the 
right men for this. Will have to do some 
switching and try to get a couple of other men. 
Maybe I can wait till Brand is ove'i!, and perhaps 
I can find some from the &thne cast." 
--· ed,. March 1--1:00--Music rehearsal with Kortay, Mello, 
Hallenbeck. 
2:00--Music rehearsal with Dunaway, Kortay, 
soldiers. 
3:00--Scene l called, but too many unexpected 
conflicts to do it, so used it to rehearse 
music vdth those who came. 
4:00--Scene 2 
5:00--Production meeting called, but did not 
take place because we still did not have 
certain production staff members. 
7:00--Scene 2 
8:00-Music for Dunaway and Kortay 
s. March 2--Aimed for no books here, but it was too early. 
1:00--Music for Finkelstein, Siegler, Hallenbeck 
2:00--Scenes 11 and 12 
Lost Lehan today because of his work schedule. 
Now have to find a replacement. 
3:00--Music for Finkelstein 
3:30--Music for Dunaway 
4:00--Scene 6 
"Still missing the regimental clerk for this 
scene (6) ••••• maybe I*ll put Shemley Freedman 
in it, even though he would like to sing." 
7:00--Scene 4 
7:30--Scene 5 
Friday, March 3--12:00-2:00--No rehearsal because of 
Brand critique. 
2:00Scenel 
3:00--Scene 4 
4:00--Scene5 
6:00--Scene 6 
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11 Sheila Walsh is attending all reheaJ·sals. Thi 
is good because one of her biggest jobs will be 
to get to know the play and the people so that 
she can begin to understand her role thruugh 
her relationships, since she has no dialogue. W 
have had some very good conversatjons and done 
some experimenting. She likes the image of 
Kattrin I have •••• think she can do it success-
fully." 
No evening rehearsal because of Juno critique 
performance. 
Sat. March 4--10:00--Entire cast till 12--Run Through 
1:30--6:00 Various problem scenes called. 
Evening music rehearsals for Dunaway, 
Finkelstein, Kortay. 
Sun. March 5--1:30--5:30--IVIusic rehearsals at Audubon 
Courts 
7:00--Scenes 1 and 2 and work with Walsh and ay 
Monday, March 6--2:00--Scene 3 
3:00--Scene 4 
3:30-Scene 3 
. 7: 00--Scene 8 
8:30--Scene 6 
10:00--12:00--Music rehearsal at Theology 
bldg. with Kortay. 
7--2:00--Scene 11 with Kahn only 
2:30--Scene 12 
3:00--Scene 4 
3:30--Kortay and Walsh, Scenes 8 and 6. 
(At the 
School of 
Theology) 
"Sheila haw; done some good work. It's paying 
off now for the other scenes. I'm very happy 
wlhth what has happened." 
7:00--Scene 8 
8 :30--Scene l 
1~:00--Scene 4 
16:30-Scene 5 
12:00--End 
Wed. March 8--1:00--Mello, Kortay 
"Now I have Frank. It will be great to see 
what happens to the scenes that need him. We 
have almost been at a standstill until he 
could join the show. 11 
"Yes, Frank's Cook is quite an addition to the 
scenes. It will work. 
2:00Passoth and Dunaway for Scene 3 
3:00--Scene 2 
4:00--Mello 
4:30--Scenes ~' 8, 9--All Frank's scenes. 
5:00--Worked with Sheila 
7:GO--till--ll:OO~-Entire cast for a run~thr 
and ~hen notes after. Good to have properties 
people sit in on this :rrehearsal. Should simplt 
prop problem when we get into 210. 
Thurs. March 9--12:30--Scene 8 
Made some good changes in this scene e~ppcially 
for Lou and Jo. It works for them now. 
2:00--Scene 11 
3:00--Music for Mello, Finkelstein, Dunaway 
4:00--Scene 3 
7:00 Scenes l, 2, 3 
10~00-12:00 (At Kortay's apartment)--Kortay, 
Finkelstein, Mello, Dunaway, Walsh, Cenci, 
Siegler, for problem scenes. 
Friday, March 10--12:00--Music for Dunaway, Finkelstein 
1:00--Music for Mello, Halihenbeck, Siegler 
2:00--Siegler 
3:00--Scelie l 
4:00--Scene 3 
7:00--Entire cast till 10:00 
1~:00--Brief notes 
Sat. March 11--Move to the theatre. 
"The lights are almost ready, and reports are tha 
the wagon and house unit are almost ready.n 
"The work on the set is coming o.k., but the 
and the house unit are causing one problem after 
the next.n 
"The opera chorus needs to use 210 to rehe~rse, 
another- interruption in the rehearsal." 
"At least we see the space we have to work in, 
and try the songs out to see how much space the 
voices have to fill." 
10: 00--Mus:Lc with Kortay, Finkelstein, Mello, 
Hallenbeck, Siegler. 
1:00~-Entire cast till ? 
Sun. March 12--10:00--Music (same as Saturday) 
1:30--Entire cast till ? 
11 There•s still a lot of work to be done on the 
set. I've got to work out a schedule that is 
more satisfactory with the crews." 
Monday, March 13--11:00--Music at the School of Fine Arts 
3 :00--Scenes ll c:nd 12 at the theatre .• 
5:00--Scene l 
6:00--Dinner 
6:30--Run Through till 11:00 
es. March 14-2:00--Kortay, singing--Admiral Bldg. 
3:00-~scene 5 at the theatre 
4:00--Scene 9 
5:00--Scene 4 
6:00--dinner 
6:30--Scene 2 
7:30-Scene 3 
9:00-.QScene l 
"Now that I have a full cast (have brought in som 
of the stage crew) things are running smoothly. 
Still havigg problems with that damned wagon. I 
must get to it or cut it out and do something els • 
It 1 s holding up all rehea~sals." 
ed. March 15--l:O~~usic for Kortay 
2:00--Music for Dunaway and Hallenbeck 
3:00--Music for Siegler 
3:30--Technical rehearsal schedules, but it 
never happened because the crew did not 
get there soon enough. 
5:00--Cast Call 
6:30--Dress Parade 
7:15--Dress Rehearsal 
11:00--Notes 
"A dreadful rehearsal ••• too long •••• too many 
costume defficiencies ••••. scene changes are a 
mess and the props are worse. 11 
Gave Ian Erovm some notes that he must take care 
with the :9roduction anpect of the show. Trlked wi 
Props and Costumes myself to make certain ~hat th 
were straightened out. 
s. March 16--1:00--Music rehearsals 
2:00--Music rehearsals 
3:30--Scene 1 
5:00--Dinner 
5:30--Cast Call 
6:30--Dress Rehearsal 
Notes 
11N0 t a bad rehearsal .•.. the. usual jitters 
belf?ore you expect an audience. Still so many 
eduction difficulties 11 
iday, March 17~QCritiqu~ Dress Rehearsal Day 
12:00--Dunaway for music and some changes 
2:00--Kortay--Music 
2:30--Siegler--Music 
3:00--Finkelstein and K0rtay for Scene 6 
4:00--6:00--Tech rehearsal scheduled, but 
never occurred because the creivs 
did not show up on time •. 
6:00--Cast call 
7:30--Critique Dress Rehearsal 
(This was not bad. It moved much better than 
I expected after Thursday• s rehear[-::al. Yet it 
didn 1 t come up to what I had hoped for a 
critique performance. It was slow and did have 
sone unhandy scene changes and pDDP mistakes. 
But on the whole the audience made a real differe ce. 
I could fell it in the acting and singing. 
There were some good 
during the critique. 
on the critique see 
reactions to the performance 
For specific informati~n 
the section I. of this 
thesis, "Dritical Notices.n) 
at. March 18--1~:00--Scene 1 (Fo» comments on the week-end 
1:00--Scene 2 rehearsals refer to the 
2:00--Scene 6 last sectton of this thesis, 
3:00--Scene 3 Hihdsight Conclusions, etc. 
4:00--Scenes 11 and 12 
5:00--Run Through (for technical work) 
8:30--end 
un. March 19--1:00--~rusic with Kortay, Siegler 
1:30--All men for music 
2:00--Rehearse the change for the ending 
2:30--Seenes 11 and 12 
3:30--Scene 2 
4:00--Scene 4 
4:30--Dinner 
5:00--Dress Rehearsal 
9:00--End 
onday, March 20--3:30--Run Through (for technical work) 
6:30--Dinner 
7:00--Ca,st Call 
8:00--Curtain 
(This was a terrific performance. Never expected 
~to--see this happen so suddenly. Everything that 
had objected to was worked out •••• very few hitche , 
and nothing noticeably wrong. Good audience., 
sday, March 21--3:00--Cast Call 
1:00--Matinee Performance 
(This was as bad as the Monday evening 
was good. It started down and stayed dovm. N g 
seemed to work to pull it up. There were many 
production problems th~t I thought had been corre tede 
They certainly didn't pop up on Monday. I'm very 
disappointed with this one.) 
Final cri tioue with facu1 ty. Long and interestj.n , 
but I was tired and found much of the criticism 
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THE WAGON 
Above: The '\'vag on a s it a ppe:cred in 
The Prologp. e through Scene 9. 
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THE WAGON (Sketches) 
. 
(Note: The tr :?,nsi tion w·c.s ·m~ de through 
the use of~ two dif ~erent coverings which 
co 'J.iti.d be r apidly cl1~ng13d. The inside 
bra ces in the wagon were un-screwed 
to collapse part of the str"..· ct•r e.) 
Below: The wagon as it ap~eared 
in Scene 9 through Scene 12. 
G. Production Prompt Book 
1. Stage Business 
2. Scene ~lot 
3. Property List 
4. Lighting Plot 
5. , Sound Plot 
6. Music Plot 
7. Costume Sketches 
8. Make-up Description 
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[ The key showing doubling and trippling of acting roles for male actors. 
MOTHER COURAGE 
EILIF } her sons 
SWISS CHEESE 
KATTRIN, her daughter 
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COLOR KEY FOR CUES 
Left Column Text of the Play 
BLOCKING ANNOTATIONS 
Short blocking notes appear in the Right Column. 
Right Column 
Actors cues an 
blocking notes 
in ink 
etailed blocking notes and specific action notes appear on 
e·blank sheet opposite the printed text of the script and 
;:, marked with corresponding asterisks { * ) and ( ** ) • 
diagram of the ground plan and blocking for the beginning of 
ch scene is found preceeding each of the twelve scenes. 
diagrams appear in a like manner when blocking becoms 
licated or is changed radically within the scene. 
are writen in over the printed text in ink. 
se changes were put in the new version from the older 
sion. The particular reason for this was that certain 
es in the earlier Bentley translation were too important 
descripti~e to leave out. This was done arbitrarily 
the director.) 
the Key for Blocking Diagram on the following page. 
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I 
Prologue movement is the key to the movement of the 
wagon in all scenes and therefore attempts to suggest 
the movement of the play ••••• circular •••• constant movement. 
always from right to left for unity of movement and for 
ease in the flow of the movement · 
Since it is not possible to take the wagon off for each 
exit the lights provide the entrance and exit cues for 
the wagon. It remains on stage and the lights cue it's 
LC 3A 
. ----· -----:- -- ·--- --
PROLOGUE: THE SONG OF COURAGE 
The wagon of a vivandiere. 
MOTHER coURAGE sits on the wagon with daughter KATTRIN. 
Her sons, EILIF and sWiss CHEESE, pull the and join in 
the refrains of the song. KATTRIN plays a bal'"'m1?nica. 
Mother Courage and her wagon! 
Hey, Captain, let them come and buy! 
.o.J;;L....l;W}~~-·--·--~~ by the keg! Wine by the :flagon! 
Let your men drink before they die! 
Sabers and swords are hard to swallow: 
First you must give them beer to drink. 
Then they can face what is to follow-
But let' em swim before they sink! 
~.!...------....!~~· :Jii·~ awake! The winter's gone! 
snows depart, the dead sleep on. 
And though you not long survive, 
Get out of bed and 
Your men will march till they are dead, sir, 
But cannot fight unless they eat. 
The blood they spill for you is red, sir, 
What fires that blood is my red meat. 
Formeatandsoup and jam and jelly 
In this old cart of mine are found: 
So fill the hole up in your belly 
Before you fill one underground. i.J.---...... --.-.--t.Y~~~ awake! The winter's gone! 
The snows depart, the dead sleep on. 
~~-"=--:..:And though you may not long survive, !'!!!---,.,...., '-""----.,,.,._,,.:rel: out of bed and look alive! 3 se I 
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Ready:·· 
Courage & 
pulled by 
& Swiss 
with 
ttrin 
lif 
Ready: 
Wagon w/ 
Courage, 1 
trin·walk: 
.--------=---------------~------~~--~--~~~.~.E~i~l~if & S. 
pulling · 
Ready:;. I ··~ 
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SPRING, 1624. IN DALARNA, THE SWEDISH KING GUSTAVUS IS RE-
CRUITING FOR THE CAMPAIGN IN POLAND. THE CANTEEN . 
WOMAN ANNA FIERLING, COMMONLY KNOWN AS 
i.; • MOTHER COURAGE, LOSES A SON. 
L:P~..5.A.:.. .•• --~~ I{P 6 '. . 
... 0. ., . _,.....,.=,..---· ...--, ... Highway outside a town. A TOP SERGEANT and a ~ITING 
,: 
OFFICER stand shivering. . 
RECRUITING OFFICER: How the hell can you line up a squadron in 
this place? You know what I keep thiriking about, Sergeant? 
Suicide. I'm supposed to slap four platoons together by the 
twelfth- four platoons the Chief's asking for! And they're 
so friendly around herej I'm scared to sleep-nigh~o-Snppose. 
I do get my hands on some character and squint at him so I 
don't notice he's chicken-breasted and has varicose veins. I 
get him drunk and rep~.£, h~ §ig~~ .ont~S: d_<:>tte.4J.ix:t.t:<,lpay 
for the drinks, he steps outside for a minute. I get a hunch) 
should follow him to the door, and am I right! Off he's shot 
like a louse from a scratch. You can't take a man's word any 
more, Sergeant. There's no loyalty left in the world, no trust, 
no fai~ no sense of honor. I'm losing my confidence in man-
kind, Sergeant. 
SERGEANT; What they could use around here is a good war. What 
else can you expect with peace running wild all over the 
place? You know what the trouble with pe~~e is?.~()_ ()rganiza-
tion. And when do you get organization?- In· a war. Peace is 
one big waste of equipment. Anything goes, no one. gives a 
damn. See the way they eat? Cheese on rye, baccm ~:m the. 
cheese? Disgns.tingT l;;Im.v: ma.u.y:.hors..es they_ got itLtbis.-~ 
How many young men? Nobody knows! They haven't 
bothered to count 'em! That's peace for you!!! I been places 
where they haven't had a war in seventy years and you know 
what? The people can't remember their own names! They 
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don't know who they are! It takes a war to fix that. In a war, 
everyone registers, ev~ryone's name's on a list. Their shoes 
are stacked, their com's in the bag, you count it all up -
cattle, men, et cetera- and you take it away! That's the 
story: no organization, rro war! 
RECRUITING OFFICER: It's the God's truth. 
SERGEANT: Course, a war's like every real good deal: hard to get 
going. But when it's on the road, it's a pisser- everybody's 
scared off peace -like a crap-shooter that keeps fading to 
cover his loss. Course, until it gets going, they're just as scared 
off war-afraid to try anything new · 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Look, a wagon! Two women and a couple 
of young punks. Stop 'em, Sergeant. And if there's nothing 
doing this time, you won't catch me freezing my ass in the 
April wind. (Sergeant comes to attention) 
MOTHER COURAGE enters on her wagon and with hcr children 
asintheprologue. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Good day to you, Sergeant. 
SERGEANT (barring the way): Gl>Od·da.y! 'Who d'you think you 
are? 
MOTHER COURAGE~ Tradespeople. 
,•; 
I 
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(Sheprepar..ssto go.) . 
. . ** SERGEANT: Halt! Where are you from, riffraff? 
*(moves to; front of 
wagon) : 
**(Eilif and S.C. 
open an:d kneel) 
EILIF: Second Protestant Regiment! 
SERGEANT: Where are your papers? 
MOTHER coURAGE: Papers? 
swrss CHEESE: But this is Mother Courage! 
SERGEANT: Never heard of her. Where'd she get a name like- that? 
MOTHER COURAGE: In Riga. 
I 
i 
EILIF AND swiss CHEESE (reciting together): They call her Mother 
Courage because she drove through the bombardment of Riga.4 • 
S • 9 • : ~ith fifty loaves of bread in her wagon! 
1 
MOT~ER COURAGE: They were going moldy, I couldn't help myself. 
1 
: SERGEANT: No funny business! Where are your papers;( X to Courage) 
i 
.. ' ; 
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MOTHER COURAGE rummages among papers in a tin box and 
clambers down from her wagon. . 
MOTHER COURAGE: Here, Sergeant! Here's a whole Bible- I got it 
in Altotting to wrap my cucumbers in. Here's a map of 
Moravia- God knows if I'll ever get there. And here's a doc-
ument saying my horse hasn't got hoof and mouth disease-
too bad he died on us, he cost :fifteen guilders, thank God I 
didn't pay it. Is that enough paper? 
SERGEANT: Are you making a pass at me? Well, you got another 
guess coming. You must have a license and you know it. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Show a little respect for ~la:uy and don't go--' 
telling these grown children of mine I'm makipg a pass at 
you. What would I want with you? My license in the Second 
Protestant Regiment is an honest face- even if you wouldn't 
know how to read it. 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Sergeant, we have a case of insubordination 
on our hands'!f(To her:) Do you know what we need in the 
army? (MOTHER COURAGE starts to answer.) Discipline! 
MOTHER coURAGE: I was going to say sausages. 
·L SERGEANT: ~am_s? to---;·--·-.,..,.""""'""'""""'""" 
t 
'· 
MOTHER COURAGE: Anna Fierling. 
SER~T..i S~ou're allFier~gs. 
Ull'\d:\ oo u.... meo.m. : MOTHER co ::._1 was ta.Uang about me. 
SERGEANT: And I was talking about your children. 
MOTHER coURAGE: Must they all have the same name? This hoy, 
for instance, I call him Eilif N oyocki ~he got the name from * ( S ~r w 
his father who told me he was called Koyocki. Or was it E~l 
Moyocki? Anyhow, the lad remembers him to this day. Only 
the man he remembers is someone else, a Frenchman with a 
pointed beard. But he certainly has his father's brains-that 
man could whip the pants off a farmer's behind before he 
could turn around. So we all have our own names. 
SERGEANT: You're all called something different? 
MOTHER COURAGE: Are you pretending you don't get it? 
SERGEANT (pointing at sWiss CHEESE) : He's a Chinese, I suppose. 
; I MOTHER COURAGE 
MOTHER coURAGE: Wrong again. A Swiss. 
SERGEANT: Mter the Frenchman? 
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MOTHER coURAGE: Frenchman? What Frenchman? Don't confuse 
the issue, Sergeant, or we'll be here all day. He's a Swiss, but 
he happens to be called Feyos, a name that has nothing to do 
with his father, who was called something else- a military 
engineer, if you please, and a drunkard. 
swrss CHEESE nods, beaming; even KATTRIN smiles. 
SERGEANT: Then how come his name's Feyos? 
MOTHER coURAGE: Oh, Sergeant, you have no imagination. Of 
course he's called Feyos: When he came, I was with a Hun-
garian. He didn't mind. He had a floating kidney, though he 
never touched a drop. He was a very honest man. The boy 
takes after him. 
SERGEANT: But that wasn't his father! 
4 
MOTHER COURAGE: I said: he took after him. I CJ}l him Swiss Cheese.* ( s er X t 0 
And that is my daughter Kattrin H~L!Pt, she's htalf G~an. Kattrin Ka 
*A . f . ~**~:ser. s ops J . • 
sERGEANT: ruce amily,Imustsay. **(X to R of Eilif) mgxf. 
MOTHER coURAGE: And we've seen the whole wide world together Wago 
-this wagon-load and me. 
SERGEANT (writing): We'll need all that in writing. (X D in front of Wa 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF): So you two are the oxen for the 
wagbn? Do they ever let you out of ha.n;tess? 
EILIF:· Mother! May I smack him in the puss?· 
MOTHER coURAGE: You stay where you are. And now, gentlemen, 
how about a pair of pistols? Or a belt? Sergeant? Yours is 
worn clean through. 
SERGEANT: It's something else I'm looking for. These lads of yours 
are straight as birch-trees. What are such fine specimens doing 
out of the army? 
MOTHER coURAGE (quickly): The soldier's life is not for sons of 
mine! 
n) 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Why not? It means money. It means fame. 
Peddling shoes is woman's work. (To EILIF:) Step this way (lifts Fili 's arm) 
. andlet'sseeifthat'smuscle or chickenfat. 
1: 
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MOTIIER COURAGE~It's chicken fat. Give him a good hard look, and 
he'll fall right over. 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Well, I hope he doesn't fall on me, that's all. 
(He tries to hustle EILIF away.) 
MOTHERCOURAGI: Let him alone! He'snotforyou! *( ~Je8]l~--r•ilii•'"'"'0 
RECRUITING OFFICER: He called my face a puss. That is an insult. 
The two of us will now go settle the affair on the field of 
honor. 
EILIF: Don't worry, Mother, I can handle him. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Stay here. You're never happy till you're in a 
· fight. (To the OFFICER:) He has a knife in his boot and he 
knows how to use it. 
RECRUITING OFFICER: I'll draw it OUt of him like a milk tooth. (To 
EILIF:) Come on, young fellow! 
MOTHER COURAGE: Officer, I'll report you to the Colonel, and he'll 
throw you in jail. His lieutenant is courting my daughter. 
SERGEANT (to OFFICER): Go easy*(To MOTHER COURAGE:) What* 
have you got against the service, wasn't his own father a 
soldier? Didn't you say he died a soldier's death? 
MOTHER COURAGE: He's dead all right. But this one's just a baby. 
· Y ou'lllead him like a lamb to the slaughter. I know you. You'll 
get five guilders for him. 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF): First thing you know, you'll have 
a new cap and high boots, how about it? 
EILIF: Not from you, thanks. 
MOTHER COURAGE: "Let's you and me go fishing," said the angler 
to the worm. (To swrss CHEEsE:) Run and tell everybody* ( S C _y 
they're trying to steal your brotherr (She draws a knife.)~.·(' R.! 0!--
Yes, justyou try~and I'll cut you down like dogs! We sell*· 3ILOV9S 
cloth, we sell ham, we are peaceful people! S er 
SERGEANT: You're peaceful all right: your knife proves that. Now 
tell me, how can we have a war without soldiers? 
MOTHER COURAGE: Do they have to be mine? 
SERGEANT: So that's the trouble! The war should swallow the pits 
and spit out the peach, huh? Tsk, tsk, tsk: call yourself Mother 
·. 
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Courage and then get scared of the war, your breadwinner? 
your sons aren't scared, r know that much. 
EILIF: No war can scare me . 
50 
... / ~(' SERGEANT: Of course not! Take me. The soldier's life hasn't done 
rne any harm, has it? I enlisted at seventeen. 
MOTHER coURAGE: You haven't reached seventy. 
SERGEANT: I will, though. ., · 
MOTHER COURAGE! Above ground? . 
sERGEANT: Are you trying to rile me, telling me I'll die? ( S. C!. X to fron~ 
MOTHER coURAGE: Suppose it's the truthf Suppose I see it's your * ( J(f t ~§gfl. ) 
fate? Suppose I know you're just a corpse on furlough? 
sWiss CHEESE: She can look into the future. Everyone says so. 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Then by, all means look into the Sergeant's 
future. It might amuse him. 
SERGEANT: I don't believe in that stuff. 
MOTHER COURAGE ( 0 beying the OFFICER) : Helmet! (SERGEANT gives 
herhishelmet.)(lVI .. C. x to front of wagon for paper) 
SERGEANT: Anything for a laugh. 
MOTHER coURAGE takes a sheet of parchment and tears it in 
two. 
MOTHER coURAGE: Eilif, Swiss Cheese, Kattrin! So shall we all be 
tom asunder if we let ourselves get too deep into this war! 
(To the SERGEANT:) I'll give you the bargain rate, and do it 
for free. Watch! Death is black, so I draw a black cross. 
swiss CHEESE (pointing to the second piece of parchment): And 
the other she leaves blank, see? 
MOTHER COURAGE: I fold them, put them in the helmet, and mlx 
'em up, the way we're all mixed up from our mother's womb 
on. Now draw! 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF): I don't take just anybody. I'm 
choosy. And you've got guts, I like that. ' 
SERGEANT (after hesitating, fishes around in the helmet): It's a lot 
~...of crap! 
sWISS CHEESE (watching over his shoulder): The black cross! Oh, 
his number's up! 
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SERGEANT (hoarsely): You cheated me! 
MOTHER coURAGE: You cheated yourself the day you enlisted. And * ( turns 
now we must drive oif. There isn't a war every day in the wa£on. 
week. !~~ff~ 
sERGEANT: Hell, you're not getting away with this! We're taking r 
that bastard of yours with us! 
EILIF: I'd like that, mother. 
MOTHER COURAGE; Quiet-you Finnish devil, you! 
~ EILIF: And Swiss Cheese wants to be a soldier, too. 
MOTHER coURAGE: That's news to me. I see I'll have to draw lots 
for all three of you. (She goes to one side to do this.) 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF): People've been saying the Swedish 
soldier is religious. That kind of loose talk has hurt us a lot. 
One verse of a hymn every Sunday-and then only if you 
have a voice . . . 
MOTHER coURAGE returns with the slips and puts them in the 
SERGEANT's helmet. 
MOTHER COURAGE: So they'd desert their old mother, would they, 
the rascals? They take to war like a cat to cream! Well, there's 
yours, Eilif, my boy! (As EILIF takes the slip, she snatches it 
and holds it up.) See? A cross! · 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF) : If you're going to wet your pants, 
I'll try your l:tM brother. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Take yours, Swiss Cheese. You should be a 
better bet-you're my good boy. (swxss CHEESE draws.) 
Don't tell me it's a cross? Is there no saving you either? Just 
look, Sergeant- a black cross! i:: 
SERGEANT: What I don't see is why I got one: I always stay well 
.in the rear. (To the OFl\_ICER:) It can't be a trick: it gets her 
own children( X DLC) 
MOTHER COURAGE (to KATTRIN): Now all I have·]eft is you. You're 
a cross in yourself but you have a kind heart. (She holds the 
helmet up but takes the slip herself.) Oh ~.there must be 
some mistake! Don't be too kind, Katt:rin, don't be too kind-
there's a black cross in your path! So now you all know: be 
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careful! Be very care:fuff (MoTHER coURAGE climbs on her*( ~mptite~ 
wagon,preparingtoleave.) elme ) 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to SERGEANT): Do something! 
SERGEANT: I don'tfeel too good. 
51 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Try doing business with her! (In a loud 
voice:) That belt, Sergeant, you could at least take a look at 
it! Hey, you, the Sergeant will take the belt! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Half a guilder. Worth four times the price. ( S er. X t 0 ) 
SERGEANT: It's not even a new one~ut there's too much wind here.* ( ~f-¥f ~~~ es ; 
I'll go look at it behind the wagon. (goes to R. of W.) shake·s _ fis 
lv.J:OTHER coURA~It doesn't s~(;!mvvin,dy to me. (follow him}-;:at him}- · 
SERGEANT: Maybe it's worth a half guilder at that. There's silver 
on it. ~~- ~-- - · 
MOTHER coURAGE (now following him eagerly behind the wagon): 
A solid six ounces worth! 
RECRUITING OFFICER (to EILIF): I can let you have some cash in 
advance, how about it? 
EILIF hesitates. MOTHER COURAGE is behind the wagon. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Half a guilder then. Quick. 
SERGEANT: I still don't see why I had to draw a cross. As I told you, 
I always stay in the rear- it's the only place that's safe. You've 
ruined my afternoon, Mother Courage. 
MOTHER coURAGE: You mustn't take on so. Here. Take a shot of 
brandy. (He does.) And go right on staying in the rear. Half 
a guilder. 
The RECRUITING OFFICER has taken EILIF by the arm and drawn 
him away. 
RECRUITING OFFICER: Ten guilders in advanc~ and you're.,a soldier* ( R:a t • stand 
of the kin~! The women'll be c~azy about you, an1you can. 
smack me m the puss because I insulted you! ·· 
'J!'hey leave~TTRIN makes harsh noises.* ( exit UL) 
MOTHER coURAGE: Coming, Kattrin, coming! The Sergeant's just: 
paying his bill. (She bites the half guilder.) All money is. suspec~ S~~geant, but your half guilder is good. Let's go. * ( ¥~~}itn~f ) 
Where's Eilif? 
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swrss CHEESE: Gone with the recruiting officer. 
---1 
Pause. ( . 
* . * X~to MOTHER COURAGE: Oh, you sunple~on! (To KATTRIN:) You can't ) _ 
speak. You couldn't tell me. ~X iio :front o:f wagon · 
SERGEANT: That's life, Mother Courage~ake a shot yourself. * (X tp 
MOTHER coURAGE: You must help your brother now, Kattrin. (She moulb.t 
Brother and sister gft int9 harnes4._ together and pull the wagon. 
They all move off. ~ ex~ t UL J 
SERGEANT (looking after them): 
When a war gives you all you earn 
One day it may claim somethins:, in return! -
SCENE 2 
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IN THE YEARS 1625 AND 1626 MOTHER COURAGE JOURNEYS THROUGH 
POLAND IN THE BAGGAGE TRAIN OF THE SWEDISH ARMY. SHE 
MEETS HER BRAVE SON AGAIN BEFORE W ALLHOF 
CASTLE. OF THE SUCCESSFUL SALE OF A 
CAPON AND GREAT DAYS FOR THE 
BRAVE SON. 
Ready: on sta e 
Courage, <fu k 
ll . . The tent of the Swedish Commttnder, and the kitchen next 
=-==~-=-=-..-. to it. Sound of cannon. In the kitchen: MOTHER coURAGE and 
;i;~~ ... C.I.!!.a.2...,..,iii--...-.. . . the cooK. The cooK has a Dutch accent.M. Courage is standing 
with her foot on a cnair 
~-= fJ..lA 
cooK: Sixty hellers-for that paltry p1ece o! poultry? Ready: off s age 
MOTHER coURAGE: Paltry poultry? He's the fattest fowl you ever C?~ander, ap., 
saw. I could get sixty hellers for him-this Commander can EJ.lJ.ffi 
eat! 
cooK: They're ten hellers a dozen on every street comer. 
MOTHER coURAGE: A capon like that on every street comer? With 
a siege going on and people all skin and bones? Maybe you 
can find a field rat some place. I said maybe, because we're 
all out of them too. All right, then, in a siege, my price for 
this giant capon is fifty hellers. (X to Cook; puts capon 
cooK: We're doing the besieging, it's the other side that's "in a C OU 
siege"! 
MOTHER COURAGE~ A fat lot of difference that makes- we don't* ( paci 
have a thing to eat either. Look at the farmers round here. 
They haven't a thing. 
cooK: Sure they have. They bide it. 
MOTHER coURAGE: They haven't a thing! They're ruined. They're 
so hungry they dig up roots to eat. I could boil that leather 
belt of yours and make their mouths water with it. And I'm 
supposed to let a capon go for forty hellers? 
cooK: Thirty. I said thirty hellers. 
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MOTHER coURAGI. I know your problem. If you don't find some- *(X !to 
thing to eat and quick, the Commander will cut your fat head · 
o:ff! 
cooK: Look! Here's a piece of beef. I am about to roast it. I give 
you one more chance. 
MOTHER COURAGE; Roast it. Go ahead. It's only twelve months old. ( sri. t.s ) 
cooK: Twelve hours old! Why,. only yesterday it was a cow-I 
saw it running around! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Then it must have started stinking before it 
died. 
cooK: I'll cook it five hours if I have to. 
~
MOTHER COURAGE: Put plenty of pepper in. 
THE SWEDISH COM.M.ANDER, THE CHAPLAIN,. and EILIF enter. t/Je ..... ...,._ __ _ 
tent. The COM¥ANDER claps EILIF on the shoulder. . 1 
COMMANDER: In your Commander's tent you go, Eilif, my son, sit* ( ll. 
at my right hancl.¥ Well done, good and faithful servant- a 9 
you've played the hero in God's own war and you'll get a 
gold bracelet out of it yet if I have any say in the matter! We 
come to save their souls and what do they do, the filthy, ir-
religious sons of bitches? Try to hide their cattle from us-
meanwhile stuffing beef into their priests at both ends! But 
you showed 'em-so here's a can of red wine for you. We'll 
drink together. (They do so.) The chaplain gets the dregs, 
he's so pious. And now, my hearty, what would you like for 
dinner? 
EILIF: How about a slice of meat? ( X R) 
cooK: Nothing to eat-so he brings company to eat it. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Sh! (X L) 
COM.M.ANDER: Cook! Meat!! 
EILIF: Tires you out, skinning peasants. Gives you an appetite. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Dear God, it's my Eilif! 
COOK: Who? 
MOTHER COURAGE: My eldest. It's two years since I saw him. He 
must be high in favor-the Commander inviting him to din-
ner! And what do you have to eat? Nothing. The Com-
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mander's guest wants meat!*rake my advice: buy the capon.* ( :picks )up 
The price is one hundred hellers. cap on 
The <:OMMANDER has Sat down .rwith EILIF and the CHAPLAIN. 
COMMANDER (roaring): Dinner, you pig! Or I'll have your head! 
COOK: This is blaclanail. Give me the damn thing! ( erabs at capon) 
MOTHER coURAGE: A paltry piece of poultry like this? (jerking it away) 
cooK: You were right. Give it here. It's highway robbery, :fifty 
hellers. 
MOTHER coURAGE: One hundred hellers. No price is too high for 
the Commander's guest of honor. 
cooK: Well, you might at least pluck the wretched thing till I 
have a :fire going. 
MOTHER coURAGE sits down*to plztck the capon~ (X R) 
MOTHER COURAGE: I can't wait to see his face when he sees me. 
coMMANDER: Another glass, my son! It's my favorite Falernian. 
There's only one keg left but it's worth it to meet a soldier that 
still believes in God! Our chaplain here only preaches. He 
hasn't a clue how things get done. So now, Eilif my boy, 
tell us how you :fixed the peasants and grabbed the twenty 
bullocks. 
EILIF: It was like this. I fourid out the peasants had hidden the 
oxen in a certain wood. The people from the town were to 
pick them up there. So I let them go for their oxen in peace-
they should know better than me where they are, I said to 
myself. Meanwhile· I made my men crazy for meat. Their 
rations were short already. I made sure they got shorter. 
Finally, their mouths would water at the sound of any word 
beginning with M -like mother. 
coMMANDER: Smart kid! 
EILIF: Not bad. The rest was a snap. Only the peasants had clubs-
and outnumbered us three to one. They made a murderous 
attack on us. Four of them drove me into a clump of trees, 
knocked my sword from my hand, and screamed: Surrender! 
What now? I said to myself, they'll make mincemeat of me. 
coMMANDER: So what did you db? 
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EILIF: I laughed. 
COMMANDER: YOU what? 
EILIF: I laughed. And so we got to talking. I came right down to 
business and said: "Twenty guilders an ox is too much, I bid 
fifteen." Like I wanted to buy. That foxed 'em. So while they 
were scratching_, their heads, I reached for my good sword 
and cut 'em to t?~s. Necessity knows no law, huh? · 
COMMANDER: What do you say, keeper of souls? 
CHAPLAIN: Strictly speaking, that saying is not in the Bible. Our 
Lord made :five hundred loaves out of :five so that no necessity 
should arise. So when he told men to love their neighbors, 
their bellies were full. Things have changed since his day. 
coMMANDER (laughing): Things have changed! Some wine for 
those wk~~~s, you old Pharisee! Eilif my boy, you cut 
them to\~ in a great cause! As for our fellows,· nthey 
were hungry and you gave them to eat!" You don't know how . 
I value a brave soldier like yol¥. (He points to the map.) Let's* ( ift~~~g E 
take a look at our position. It isn't all it might be, is it? ma:P • 1 
MOTHER coURAGE: He must be a very bad commander, this fellow. f'oliov 
cooK: Just a greedy one. Why bad? 
MOTHER coURAGE: He says he needs brave soldiers. If his plan of 
campaign was any good, wouldn't plain ordinary soldiers do? 
Bravery! In a good country, such virtues wouldn't be needed. 
We could all be cowards and relax. 
COMMANDER: I bet your father was a soldier. 
EILIF: A very great soldier. My mother warned me about it. In a 
little song. 
- COMMANDER: Sing it! (Roaring:) Bring that mrat(X to tablE?) 
EILIF: It's called The Fishwife and the Soldier!. X to R stand~ng 
· with foot on benth) 
THE FISHWIFE AND THE SOLDIER 
To a soldier lad comes an old :fishwife 
And this old :fishwife, says she: 
A gun will shoot, a knife will knife, 
You will drown if you fall in the sea. 
( 
t 
MOTHER COURAGE 
Keep away from the ice if you want my advice, 
Says the old fishwife, says she. 
The soldier laughs and loads his gun 
Then grabs his knife and starts to run: 
It's the life of a hero for me! (X to map) 
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From the north to the south 1 shall march through the land 
With a knife at my side and a gun in my hand! 
Says the soldier lad, says he. 
When the lad defies the fishwife's cries 
The old fishwife, says she: (X behind Chap.) 
The young are young, the old are wise, · · 
You will drown if you fall in the s·ea. (Courage X to L) 
Don't ignore what I say or you'll rue it one day! 
Says the old fishwife, says she. 
55 
But gun in hand and knife at side 
.· ;J;,g_,, ................ The soldier steps into the tide: 
It'sthelifeofaheroforme!(X DR of table to So~diers1 L. h ) When the new moon is shining on shingle roofs white pec~a ~g 
We are all coming back, go and pray for that night! 
Says the soldier lad, says he. 
And the fishwife old does what she's told: (Courage- and Eiliff Sing) 
Down~up.oaher knees drops she. _ . . . _ . • . _ _ ,_ , 
When the smoke is gone, the air is cold, ( E~l~ff stops s~ng~ng) 
Your heroic deeds won't warm me! (Courage X DL) -··' ~ 
See the smoke, how it goes! May God scatter his foes! 
Down upon her knees drops she. 
But gun in hand and knife at side 
The lad is swept out by the tide: 
~:··~~, ~ ·"' He :floats with the ice to the sea. 
And the new moon is shining on shingle roofs white. 
But the lad and his laughter are lost in the night: ( Eilif exit through 
. ~ . He :floats with the ice to the sea. R wall of tent) (Courage turns to Eilif) · 
The third stanza has been sung by MOTHER COURAGE, some-
what to the COMMANDER's surprise. 
COMMANDER: What goes on in my kitchen? The liberties they take 
nowadays! (X to R. exit into kitchen) 
(Chaplain follows) 
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EILIF has now left the tent for the kitchen. He embraces his 
mother. 
EILIF: You! Mother! Where are the others? 
MOTHER coURAGE (still in his arms) : Happy as ducks in a pond. 
Swiss Cheese is paymaster with the Second Protestant Regi-
ment. 
EILIF: Paymaster, eh? 
MOTHER COURAGE: At least he isn't in the fighting. 
EILIF: Your feet holding up? 
MOTHER COURAGE: I have a bit of trouble getting my shoes on in 
the morning. 
COMMANDER (also in the kitchen by now): So! You're his mother? 
I hope you have more sons for me like this young fellow? 
EILIF: If I'm not the lucky one! To be the Commander's guest-
while you sit listening in the kitchen! 
MOTHER coURAGE: I heard you all right. (She gives him a clout on 
the ear.) 
EILIF (grinning): Because I took the oxen? 
MOTHER coURAGE: N~ Because you didn't surrender when the *( ~~l~ 
four peasants tried to make mincemeat of you! Didn't I teach 
you to take care of zourself, yo:: Finnish 1evih_.~QJJ.? 
Officer 
~';.!' ,·. 
~s~eese ~gj 
Yvet 
* Beoeau.se:;j::t>:~e marked changes in the d:l.fferent parts of 
t'J#is s~:d'b'her similar diagrma. will appear at t)jre 
beginni:ag ,, of· the ehanges. 
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THREE YEARS PAsS, AND MOTHER COURAGE, WITH PARTS OF A FINNISH 
REGIMENT, IS TAKEN PRISONER. HER DAUGHTER IS SAVED, HER 
WAGON LIKEWISE, BUT HER HONEST SON DIES. 
- ·we 
A camp. The regimental flag is flying from a pole. Afternoon. 
MOTHER coURAGE's clothes-line is tied to the wagon at one end, 
to a cannon at the other. She and KATTRIN are folding the wash 
on the cannon. At the same time she is bargaining with an 
ORDNANCE OFFICER over a bag of bullets. SWISS CHEESE, wear-
ing his Paymaster's uniform, looks on. YVETTE POTTIER, a very 
good-looking young person, is sewing at a colored hat, a 
glass of brandy before her. Her red boots are nearby; she is 
in stocking feet. 
ORDNANCE OFFICER: I'm letting you have the bullets for two guil-
ders. Dirt cheap. 'Cause I need the money. The Colonel's been 
drinking for three days and we're out of liquor. 
MOTHER coURAGE: They're army property. If they find them here, 
I'll be court-martialled. You sell your bullets, you bastards, and 
send your men out to fight with nothing to shoot with. 
ORDNANCE OFFICER: If you scratch my back, I'll scratch yours. 
MOTHER COURAGE: 1 won't touch army stuff. Not at that price. 
ORDNANCE O;FFICER: You can resell 'em for :five guilders, maybe 
eight- to the Ordnance Officer of the 4th Regiment. All you ) 
have to do is giv:e him a receipt for twelve. He hasn't a bullet 
left. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Why don't you do it yourself? 
o~NANCE OFFICER: I don't trust him: we're friends. 
i. MOTHER COURAGE (taking the bag, to KATTRIN): Take it round the 
back and pay him a guilder and a half. (As the OFFICER starts to 
57 
protest:) A guilder and a half! (KATTRIN drags the bag away,* • . 
the OFFICER followt. To sWISs CHEESE:) Here's your under- (Ex+ t pehJ.nd 
wago:r:) 
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we~ Take care of it. It's October, autumn may come at any* (X t 0 ~ time~ don't say it must, but it may. Nothing must come, not* (X t, 0 
even the seasons. Only your books must balance. Do your 
books balance, Mr. Paymaster? 
SWISS CHEESE: Yes, Mother. 
MOTHER couRAGE: Don't forget they made you paymaster because 
you're honest and so simple you'd never think of running off 1 
withthecash~on'tlosethatunderwear. *( S. 0. gets upu:o.ar~~ 
swrss CHEESE: No, Mothe~ I'll put it under the mattressf( S. O. p~c~,s t 
oRDNANCE OFFICER: I'll go with you, Paymaster.* ( b.ftt)¥ exit -~ underwe 
MOTHERCODRAGE: Don'tteachhimany:fi.nagling. (Xu-¥6 0) .r, 
THE ORDNANCE OFFICER and SvVISS CHEESE leave. 
YVETTE (waving to tbe OFFICER): You might at least say good-bye! , 
1 
MOTHER cotJRAGI (to YVETTE): I don't like that: he's no company ' j 
for my Swiss Cheese~ut the war's not making a bad start: * ( ~u ts 
if I look ahead and make no mistakes, business will be good. 0~S~~ (Noticing tbe brandy:) Don't you know you shouldn't drink 
in the morning- with your sickness and all? I 
YVETTE: Whosaysi'msick? That'salibel! - 1
1 
' 
MOTHER COURAGE: Theyallsayso. - ' I 
YVETTE: Then they're allliar?f I'm desperate, Mother Courage.*( stand 
They avoid me like a stinking fish. Because of those lies! So i 
what am J...ijJgp.,g,t~s ~t f91~ IWJ'e tbrows it down.) That's*( X to 
why I dr.inlthl'ffi~mor~~lat gwes you crow's feet, so wliat? 
The whole regiment knows me. t should have stayed home 
when my first was unfaithful. But pride isn't for the likes 
of us. You eat dirt or down you go. 
MOTHER cotJRAGE: Don't start in again about your friend Peter 
Piper and How It All Happened- in front of my innocent • ! 
daughter. 
YVETTE~ She's the one that sbould hear it. So she'll get hardened* (X to· 
against love. 
MOT~ER. couRAGE: That's something no one ever gets hardened ) 
agamst. d--t"' k , 
YVETTE'¥" He was an army cook:,~ Dutch, a11-d thin. Kattrin,* (face 
- -~-~----· -·-----· _-_.,.:_____ _____ " ----~-:---
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beware of thin men!*i didn't. I didn't even know he'd had* (X 
another girl before mt' and she called him Peter Piper because* ( X 
he never took his pipe out of his mouth even in bed- it 
meant so little to him. (She sings:) 
THE CAMP FOLLOWER'S SONG 
-·r-
i 
' 
' I 
to 
to 
Kat ) 
C) • 
Scarce seventeen was I when 
Thefoe came to our land 
And laid aside his saber _ 
And took me by the hand. 
Ready: UR 
Cook 
Chaplai 
And we performed by day 
The sacred rite of May 
And we performed by night 
Another sacred rite. 
L:heregiment, well exercised, 
·Presented arms, then stood at ease, 
Then took us off behln<} the trees (X to DRC) 
Where we fraternized. \ X t 0 C ) 
Each of us had her foe and 
A cook fell to my lot. 
I hated him by daylight 
But in the dark did not. 
Soweperformbyday Omoves to canon) 
The sacred rite of May 
And we perform by night 
That other sacred rite. 
The regiment, well ~xercised, 
Presents its arms, then stands at ease, 
Then takes us off behind the trees 
Wherewefraternize{ X to DRC) 
Ecstasyfilledmyheart, o (moves to C to Special Light) 
~ove seemed heaven-born! (X to DC) 
Yet why were people saying 
It was notlove but scorn? 
The springtime's soft amour 
Through summer may endure 
;-
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But swiftly comes the fall 
And winter ends it all. 
December came. All of the men 
Filed past the trees where once we hid 
Then quickly marched away and did 
Not come back :~ai?· 
BERTOLT BRECHT 
YVETTE: I made the mistake of running after him. I never found 
him. It's ten years ago now. (YVETTE goes behind the wagon.) 
MOTHER COURAGE: You're leaving your hat. .#-=-
YVETTE: For the birds. ( Exit UL ) -' 
MOTB:ER coURAGE: Let that be a lesson to you, Kattrin: never start 
anything with a soldier. Love does seem heaven-born, so watch 
out: they tell you they worship the ground under your feet---'-
did you wash 'em yesterday, while we're on the subject?-
then, if you don't look out, you're their slave for life. 
THECHAPLAINcomesinwiththecooK. (Chap C, Cook to L bf 
CHAPLAIN: Mother Courage, I bring a message from your son Eilif. 
The cook came with me-you've made an impression on him. 
cooK: Oh, I thought I'd get a little whiff of the breeze. 
MOTHER coURAGE: You're welcome to it, but what does Eilif want? 
I don't have any money! 
CHAPLAIN: My message is for his brother, the paymaster. 
MOTHER coURAGE: He's not here. He's not anywhert. Look, he* (stand~ 
is not his brother's paymaster: I won't have him led into 
temptation! (She takes money from a purse:} Give him this.* (X to ( 
But it's a sin- he's speculating in mother love. 
cooK: Maybe not for long. How d'you know he'll come back alive? 
You're hard, you women. A glass of brandy wouldn't cost 
you much. But no, you say, no -and six feet under goes your 
man. 
CHAPLAIN: My dear Cook, you talk as if dying for one's beliefs were 
a misfortune- it is the highest privilege! This i~~ _ got just-
any war, remember it is a religious war, and therefore pleasing 
unto God. 
cooK: I see that. In one sense it's a war because of all the cheating, 
plunder, rape, and so forth, but it's different from all other 
;I: 
4 
------· 
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wars because it's a religious war and thel"dore pleasing unto 
God. At that it does make you thirsty. 
CHAPLAlN (to MOTHER COURAGE) : He says you've betwitched him. 
He says he dreams about you. 
cooK. (ligbting bis pipe): Innocent dreams! I dream of a fair lady 
dispensing brandy! Stop embarrassing mei The stories you 
were telling on the way over still have me blushing. 
59 
MOTHER COURAGE: I must get you two something to drink, or you'll 
bemakingimproperadvancesoutofsheerboredom. (X to L ~f Wagon) 
GHAPLAI:tf: That is indeed a temptation- said the Court Chaplain,* ( X after 
as he gave way to it. And who is this captivating young person? ij ggitaxe:D e ) 
MOTHER coURAGE (looking at Kattrin): That is not a captivating 1 
young person. That is a respectable young person. (And sbe 
goes witb cooK and CHAPLAIN behind the wagon.) 
MOTHER coURAGE: The trouble with Poland is the Poles. It's true 
our Swedish king moved in on them with his army- but 
instead of maintaining the peace the Poles would keep inter- I 
fering.Sotheirbloodisontheirownheads,lsay. OX DC• ChaJl> follows) 
CHAPLAIN: Anyway, since the German Kaiser hadenslaved them~ . 
King Gustavus had no alternative but to liberate them! 
COOK: Just what I alw~ys say. Your health, Mother Courage, your ! 
brandy is first-rat~ I'm never mistaken in a face. This war is a* ( ~hap. & C r. 
religiouswar. (X DR to .Canon) ~ tQ bene 
"'c.; KATTRIN watches tbem go bebind the wagon, leaves the wash- 1 
ing, picks up tbe bat, sits, takes up the red boot'!: Tbe coox:.* ( Shf! i~ .oyo 
sings: . ~~5~) 0 
LUTHER'S HYMN 
A mighty fortress is our God 
A bulwark never failing. 
Our helper He, amid the :flood 
Of mortal ills prevailing. 
ForstillourancientFoe ~looks to Chap.) 
Doth seek to work us woe. 
His craft and power are great 
And armed with cruel hate 
On earth is not his equal. 
sc 4 
Ready:O:f: 
·' · Soldie: 
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coo~ And King Gustavus liberated Poland from the Germans. * (X t) 0 
Who could deny it? Then his appetite grew with eating, and UC 
he liberated Gennany from the Germans. Made quite a profit 
on the deal, I'm told. 
CHAPLAIN: That is a calumny! The Swedish king puts religion :first! 
MOTHER couRAGE: What's more, you eat his bread. 
cooK: I don't eat his bread: I bake his bread. 
MOTHER COURAGE: He'll never be conquered, that man, and you 
know why? We all back him up- the little fellows like 
you and me. Oh yes, to hear the big fellows talk, they're 
fighting for their beliefs and so on, but if you look into it, you 
find they're not that silly: they do want to make a profit on the 
deal. So you and I back them up! 
cooK: Surely. 
CHAPLAIN (pointing to flag, to cooK): And as a Dutchman you'd 
do well to look which :flag is :flying here! 
MOTHER coURA9E: To our Protestant :flag! 
cooK: A toast!--
And now KATTRIN has begun to strut about with hat and boots 
on. Suddenly: cannon and shots. Drums. MOTHER coURAGE, THE 
cooK, and THE CHAPLAIN rush round to the front of the wagon,( DL ) 
the two last with glasses in their hands. The ORDN;;AN::.::.:,.CE==-o~F=-=F:..=I.:::CE=R:>.-0 ____ _, 
and a SOLDIER come running for the canno • They try to 
push it. 
MOTHER coURAGtf Hey, let me get my wash off that gun! * ( X t 0 . can on-) 
ORDNANCE OFFICER: Surprise attack! The Catholics! We don't know 
if we can get away! (To t~e soLDIER:) Bring that gun! (He 
runs off.) (Exit UR) 
cooK: Good God! I must go to the commander. Mother Courage, • 
I'll be back soon- for a short conversation. (He rushes off.) ( Ex~ t 
MOTHER COURAGE: Hey;, you're leaving your pipe! 
cooK (off): Keepitfor'me,I'llneedit! (She picks pipe up) 
MOTHER. COURAGE: This would happen just when we were making 
money. 
CHAPLAIN: "Blessed are the peacemakers!" A good slogan for 
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wartime. Well; I must be going to~ Yes, if the enemy's so*( to 0) 
close, it can be dangerous. I wish I had a cloak. 
MOTHER COURAGE: I'm lending no cloaks. Not even to save a life. · 
I've had experience in that line. 1, 
CHAPLAIN: But I'm in special danger- because of my religion! j 
MOTHER COURAGE (bringing_ him a cloak): It's against my better i 
judgment. Now run! · I 
CHAPLAIN: Thank you;* you're very generous, but on second* ( P,C R) 
thought I b:tte~ stay pu:. If I. run, I might attract attention. ( ~'ta'Q.dS loo ing off 
THE SOLDIER ts sttll strztgghng wtth the cannon. tR • ) 
MOTHER COURAGE: Let it alon~ you idiot, who's going to pay you* ( OC to C) 
for this? You'll pay- with your life. Let me keep it for you. 1 
SOLDIER (running off): You're my witness: I tried! 
MOTHER cOURAGE: I'll swear to that (And now she ;ees KATTRIN' wi!Js ( X DL ) 
the hat and boots.) Yvette's hat! Take it off this minute! Are 
you crazy-with the enemy coming? (She tears it off her 
head.) They'll make a whore of you-when they see it! And 
she has the boots on, too, straight from Babylon, I'll soon fix 
that. (She pulls at the boots.) Chaplain, help me with these 
boots, I'll be right back. (She ntns to tbe wagon.) ( Oha P X t 0 C ) 
YVETTE enters, powdering her face. (Enter UL) 
YVETTE: What's this- the Catholics are coming? Where's my hat? 
Who's been trampling on it? I can't run around in that, what 
will they think of me? And I've no mirror. (Coming very 
close to tbe CHAPLAIN:) How do I look? Too much powder? 
CHAPLAIN: No- er- just right. 
YVETTE: And where are my red boots? (KATTRIN is biding ber feet 
under her skirt.) I left them here! Must I go barefoot? It's a 
scandal. CExi t UL of Wagon ) 
Exit YVETTE. SWISS CHEESE comes running on with a cash-box. ax DR) 
Enter MOTHER coURAGE, her bands smeared with ashes. 
MOTHER COURAGE (to SWISS CHEESE) : What have you got there? 
sWiss CHEESE:*The regimental cash-box.* ( stops DR) 
MOTHER COURAGE: Throw it away! Your paymastering days are 
over! 
I 1 il 
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''I ~ sWiss CHEESE: But they trusted me with it! (He goes to one side.) (to r~ar a 
D MOTHER coURAdfi: (to the cHAPLAIN): Take your pastor's coat off,* ( ~<;>ti ~ns 
~ or they'll recognize you, clOak or no cloak. (She is rubbing b~k) 0 P 
o~ ashes into KATTRIN's face.)Keep still! A little dirt, and you're 
;I 
'M safe. When a soldier sees a clean face, there's one more whore ~.· in the wo~ld. That does it. Now stop trembling. Nothing can 
~ happen now. (To sWiss CREES~ Where've you put that 
~ cash-box? 
I' -~ SWISS CHEESE: I thought I'd just leave it in the wagon. ~ MOTHER coURAGE: In my wagon?! Why, they'll hang all three of us! ~ S'WISS CHEESE: Somewhere else then. Maybe I'll run away some 
)5 piace. n ij MOTHER coURAGE: It's too late for that. 
~ C:aAPLAIN (still changing his clothes): For Heaven's sake, that 
1 . Protestant:flag! 
· ~C 20 MOTHER couRAGE (taking the flag do'VYn): I've had it twenty-five 
U;. !"'" ·• years. I don't notice it any more. i - The sound of cannon grows. Blackout. Three days later. 
· ...--~ - - -Morning. The cannon is gone. MOTHER coURAGE, KATTRIN, THE 
~;C 2j_ (when cHAPLAIN,andswrsscmESEsiteatinganxiously. tage J.S sWiss CHEESE: This is the third day I've sat doing nothing. The ~~Slll . __ sergeant has always been patient with me, but by this' time he 
· must be asking himself: Now where is Swiss Cheese with that 
cash-box? 
t 
t 
MOTHER coURAGE: Be glad they're not on the traiL 
C:aAPLAIN: What about me? I can't even hold service here. It is 
written: "Out of the abundance of the heart the tongue 
speaketh"- but woe is me if my tongue speaketh! : 
MOTIIER cOURAGE: So here you sit- one with his religion, the other 
, with his cash-box! I don't know which is more dangerous. 
' CHAPLAIN: We're in God's hands now. 
MOTIIER coURAGE: Oh, I hope we're not as desperate as that! B!t it 
is hard to sleep at night. It'd be easier if you weren't here, Swiss 
Cheese. All the same I've not done badly. 
C:aAPLAIN: The milk is good. As for the quantity, we may have 
to reduce our Swedish appetites somewhat. We are defeated. 
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MOTHER coURAGE: Who's defeated? There've been cases where a 
defeat is a victory for the little fellows, it's only their honor 
that's lost, nothing serious. At that, either victory or defeat 
can be a costly business. The best thing, I say, is for politics 
to kind of get stuck in the mud. (To SWISS CHEESE:) Eat! 
sWiss cHEESE: I don't like it. How will the sergeant pay the men? 
MOTHER COURAGE: Soldiers in flight don't get paid. 
SWISS CHEESE: Then they should refuse to :flee! No pay, no flight! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Swiss Cheese, I've brought you up honest because 
you're not very bright, but don't overdo it! And now I'm 
going with the Chaplain to buy a Catholic flag and some meat. 
(She disappears i:nto the wagon.) 
cHAPLAIN: She's worried about the cash-box. 
SWISS CHEESE: I can get rid of it. 
CHAPLAIN: You may be seen. They have spies everywhere. Yester-
day one jumped out of the very hole I was relieving myself in. I 
was so scared I almost broke into a prayer- think how that 
would have given me away! He was a little brute with a patch . 
overoneeye. rear of. the. ~ · 
MOTHER coURAGE clambers out of tE~frWagon rr.mtli a basket. e;nters DL 
MOTHER coURAGE (to KATTRIN, holding up the..red boots)~Yo! d:rops boot 
shameless little hussy! She went and~~ them- because 
you called her a captivating young person. (She puts them in 
the basket. To KATTRIN:) Stealing Yvette's bootst She at least 
gets paid for it, you just enjoy strutting like a peacock! Save 
your proud ways for peacetime! 
CHAPLAIN: I don't find her proud. 
MOTHER coURAGE: I like her when people say, I never even noticed 
her. I like her when she's a stone in Dalarna, where there's 
nomw but ste.,nes. (To SWISS C:HEEESE:) Leave the cash-box 
where lt~<:full'18'o'k after your sister, she needs it. You two 
are more trouble than a bag of :fleas. 0 C our., and Chap. exit UL) 
MOTHER COURAGE.and THE CHAPLAIN leave. KATTRIN "$lD.~ . 
f w.) 
) 
~~ai~:fig~sa'iRy~oots, puts the:r,n in the wagon. 
sWiss CHEESE~Not many days more when you can sit in the sun in *( res~iR~ a i st 
your shirtsleeves. (KATTRIN points to a tree.) Yes, the leaves are wa 0 
------------------------------------~-
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yellow already. (With gestures, KATIRIN asks if he wants a 
drink.) No, I'm not drinking, I'm thinking. (Pause.) Mother 
says she can't sleep, so I should take the cash-box away. I have 
a place for it: the mole-hole by the river. I can pick it up there 
-late tonight maybe- and take it to the sergeant. How far 
can they have fled in three days? The sergeant's eyes'll pop! 
"You've disappointed me most pleasantly, Swiss Cheese," he'll 
say, "I trust you with the cash-box, and you br~ it back!" 
Yes, Kattrin, Iwillhaveaglassnow. On~.A.~ye 
When KATIRIN gets behind the wagon,XiJ'iiJfiX'j!Nn confron------
her. ~'J!"Fifii!iiiWf~ort'JJMXJ:N.~'flJifi:A.Jf:!:&~ 
XiliJUli.ii~ii~~~e has a patch over one eye. 
ONE EYE: Morning, young lady! Have you seen a staff officer from 
the Second Protestant Regiment? 
KATIRIN is terrified and runs awaf, spilling her brandy. The *(to S • 
two men ~ook at each other, see sWiss CHEESE, and withdraw. 
sWiss CHEESE (starting up): You're spilling it, can't you see where 
you're going? I don't understand you. Anyway, I must be 
leaving. That's what I've decided on. (He stands up. She tries 
to make him understand the danger he is in. He pushes her 
. away.) I know you mean well, poor thing, you just can't get 
it out. And don't worry about the brandy. I'll live to drink so 
much brandy-what's one glass? (He takes the cash-b~ out 
of the wagon and puts it under. his coat.fl'll be right back, but 
don't hold me up, or I'll have to scold you. Yes, I know you're 
trying to help! 
Ready: 
UR C 
& Cha 
He kisses her as she tries to hold him back, and pulls himself -· 
free. Exit sWiss cHEESrltKATIRIN is now desperate. She runs up*( 0 e E:ve 
and down, mfl4tpg little sounds. ' a una 
CHAPLAIN retuHP.K.Amrn rushes at her mother. X t 0 c n 0 c J r
MOTHER COURAGE: What is it, what is it, control yourself! Have own. 
they done something to you? Where's Swiss Cheese? (To the 
CHAPLAIN:) And don't you stand around- get that Catholic 
. flag up! and 
He :x;B takes the flag from her._ basket.~~ runs it up the 
pole. . 
CHAPLAIN: God bless our Catholic flag! 
• -· +~;.. ___ ·--~~---· 
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MOTHER coURAGE: Now calm down, Kattrin, and tell me all about 
it. What? That little rascal has taken the cash-box away? Oh, 
he's going to get a good whipping? Now take your time, don't 
Ready: Off 
One Eye, 
and s.c. 
try to talk, use your hands. I don't like that howling- what 
will the ChaplairiHhink? A man with one eye? Here? * ( Kat ~ Lool~s at C a
0
12. :WM.fi~) sJ. n 1· CHAPLAIN: That fellow is an informer~They've captured Swiss 
Cheese? *(Kat. nods) 
Ktfr!UN shake_s her head, then shrugs.her shoulders.T¥;oices 
off :ONE EYE and the same SERGEANT bring in SWISS CHEE'g~~~~~:e--&::1:11;f!£t:fhsr 
sWiss CHEESE: Let me go! I've nothing on me. You're breaking my g~~b~~P a~ ~~etend 
shoulder. I am innocent! . -·. .. - .. . . 1i o e bU. y. ) 
SERGEANT: This is where he c;omes from. These are his friends. 
MOTHER coURAGE: Us? Since when? 
sWiss CHEESE: I was just getting my lunch here. I paid ten hellers for 
it. Maybe you saw me on that bench. The food was too salty. 
MOTHER COURAGE: That's true. He got his lunch here. And it was 
too salty. 
SERGEANT: Are you pretending you don't know him? 
MOTHER coURAGE: I can't know all of them. 
CHAPLAIN: He sat there like a law-abiding citizen and never opened 
his mouth except to eat. Which is necessary. 
SERGEANT: Who d'you think you are? 
MOTHER couRAGE: He's my b~ender. And you m~ be thirs?j. I'll 
bringyousomebrandy.*QX to wagon J 
SERGEANT: No liquor while on duty. (To sWiss CHEESE:) You were 
carrying something. You must have hidden it. We saw the 
bulge in your shirt. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Are you sure it Was him? 
sWiss CHEESE: I think you mean another fellow. There was a fellow 
with something under his shirt. I saw him. 
MOTHER coURAGE: I think so too. It's a misunderstanding. Could 
happen to anyone. Oh, I know what people are lik~ I'm *(X t 0 S er. 
Mother Courage and I can tell you this: he looks honest. 
SERGEANT: We want the regimental cash-box. And we know the 
looks of the fellow that's been taking care of it. It's you! 
~--------------------------------------------------~~ 
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swrss CHEESE: N ol No~ it's not! 
SERGEANT: If you don't shell out, you're dead, see! 
MOTHER COURAGE: Oh, he'd give it to you to save his life, he's not 
that stupid! Speak up, my boy, the sergeant's giving you one 
last chance! 
:SWISS CHEESE: WhatifJdon'thaveit? 
SERGEANT: We'll get it out of you. . 
oNEE¥EandthesERGEANTleadhimoff. (~e DL of wagon tb UL 
MOTHER coURAGE (shouting after them): He'll tell you! He's not 
=---thatstupid! And dQn'txou,~;!f_hisshoulder! 
II..JJ.-""""''"""''~'"'-=" ..... _ _,'~\ She runs a little way after them. Blackout. The same evening. 
The CHAPLAIN and KATTRIN are waiting. 
stage islY.I:OTHER coURAGE (entering): It's a matter of life and death. But the 
sergeant will still listen to us. Only he mustn't know it's our 
Swiss Cheese- or they'll say we helped him. It's just a matter 
of money. But where can we get money? Wasn't Yvette here? 
I just talked with her. She's picked up a Colonel, *and she says* (X to R) 
he might buy her a canteen business.( Pacing quickly) 
CHAPLAJN: You'd sell the wagon, everything? LC' 
MOTHER coURAGEf -where else would I get the money for the* (Stop 1· 
sergeant? 
CHAPLAIN: What are you going to live off? · 
MOTHERCOURAGE:That'sjustit. (~DR) (Ya:ttfEi{lj'ters UR, the~ 
Enter YvETTE with a hoary old coLONEL. She embraces MOTHER 
COURAGE. YVETTE~D'"(f~.:::-Eie.l'ling, we meet again! (Whispering:) He: (X 
didn't say no. (Loud:) This is my frien;f, ~y • 1 • business ) (X 
adviser. I heard you might want to sell your wagon. \ X to C 
MOTHER coURAGE: I want to pawn it, not sell it. And nothing hasty. 
You don't find another wagon like this in· a hurry. 
YVETTE: In that case, I'm not sure I'd be interested. What do you 
think, my dear? ./' 
coLONEL: I agree with you, honey bun. 
MOTHER COURAGE: It's only for pawn. 
YVETTE: But I thought you had to have the money? ( X D t 0 a our. ) 
to M. ( ... 
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MOTHER co"ljRAGE: I do have to. But I'd rather run my feet off look-
ing for lm.other offer than just sell. We live off that wagon, 
COLONEL: Take it! Take it! 
YVETTE: My friend thinks I might take it. (Turning to him:) But 
you think we should buy it outrigh1; don't you? 
coLONEL: Qh, I do, bunny, I do! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Then you must :find one that's for sale. 
YVETTE: yes! We can travel around looking for one[ I love going 
aroun~ looking. Especially with you, Poldy! 
COLONEL: Really? Do you? 
YVETTE: Oh, I love it. I could take weeks of it! 
COLONEL: ~eally? Could you? 
YVETT~ If you get the money, when would you pay it back? * ( X t 0 C our • ) 
MOTHER COURAGE: In two weeks. Maybe one. 
yvETTE: I can't make up my mind. Poldy, cheri, advise me! (AsidlJ L 
WJ. t~ hinl!j She'll have to sell, don't worry. That lieutenant-*( Chap. X to our.) 
the blond one-remember? -he'll lend me the money. He's 
crazy about me. He says I remind him of someone. What do 
you advise? 
COLONEL: Oh, I have to warn you against him: he's no good, he'll 
only exploit the situation. I told you, bunny, I to~d you I'd 
buyyousomething? Didn'tltellyouthad foib.dl~ng her) 
YVETTE: I can't let you. 
COLONEL: Oh, please, please! 
YVETTE: .. Well, if you think the lieutenant might exploit the 
situation? 
COLONEL: I do think so. 
YVETTE<So you advise me to go ahead? , 
COLONE:4: I do, bunny, I do! · j 
YVETTE (returning to MOTHER COURAGE): My friend says all right: 
two hundred guilders. And I need a receipt saying the wagon 
would be mine in two weeks. With eve.rythiri.g in it. I'll look .. 
it all over right no~ Thatwo hundred can wait. (To the * ( ~ to Wago 
coLONEL:) You go on ahead to the camp. I'll follow. 
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coLONEL (helping her up the steps of the wagon): I'll help you up.( his back 
Comesoon,honeybun. (ExitcoLONEL.)UR Yvette VI< 
MOTHERCOURAGE:Yvette,Yvette! (X to wagon) at Cour. 
YVETTE: There aren't many shoes left. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Yvette, this is no time for an inventory, yours or 
not yours. You promised to talk to the sergeant about Swiss 
Cheese. There isn't a minute to lose. He's up for court martial 
one hour from now. · 
YVETTE: I want to check through these shirts. 
MOTHER coURAGE drags her down tbe steps by the skirt. 
MOTHER COURAGE: You hyena! Swiss Cheese's life is at stake! And 
don't say where the money comes from. Pretend he's your 
sweetheart, or we'll all get it in the neck for helping him. 
YVETTE: I arranged to meet One Eye in the bushes. He must be 
there by now. 
CHAPLAIN: And don't give him the whole two hundred. A hu~dred 
and fifty should do the trick. 
MOTHER coURAGE: You keep your nose out of this! I'm not doing 
you out of your porridge. Now run, and no haggling! Re-
. member his life's at stake! (She pushes YVETTE off.) 
CHAPLAIN: All I meant was: what are we going to live on? 
MOTHER COURAGE~I'm counting on that cash-box. At the very least, * ( X t 0 
Swiss Cheese'll get paid out of it. 
· CHAPLAIN: But d'you think Yvette can manage this? 
MOTHER couRAGE: It's in her interest- if I don't pay their two 
hundred, she won't get the wagon. And she knows the score: 
she won't have this colonel on the string forever. Kattrin, go 
, clean the knives! And don't you just stand around: wash 
·l\ k G- J those glasses: there'll be fifty valrymen here tonight~ . . 
··· '~ 0 I think the '11 let us have him They're not wolves,. they're fh e~ re ~ b\ human and after money. God is merciful and men are bribable 
c.orr~f o: '\Q... :__that's how His will is done on earth, I don't know about 
· Heaven. ' 
*(Chap 
*(X R) 
YVETTE ( enteringf: They'll do it for two hundred if you make it* ( X t ° C 
snappy.AHe confessed he'd had the cash-box, they put the 
- ~es-e.. \\/\111\'-\$ clnc.t..M,~e- ~r~Hn. ~r9 m \ nv-4-e -1--t:l 
~ n~\-; 
I1Y..i.... 
a 25 
a 26 
a 21 
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thumb kcrews on him; but he threw it in the river when he saw 
them coming at him. Shall I go get the money from my colonel? 
MOTHER .coVRAGE: The cash-box in the river? H0w'll I ever get my 
two hundred back? 
YVETTE: Y QU were expecting to get it from the cash-box? I would 
have been sunk. Mother Courage, if you want your Swiss 
- ·· Cheese, you'll have to pay. Or shall I let thl._~h~~  h 
drop -'-so you can keep your wagon? ~ctJ. ~lr"t::""+-V...em ~~ 
MOTHER coURAGE: Now I can't pay two hundred~! must hold on to 
something. Go say I'll pay one hundred twenty or the deal'~ 
off. Even at that I lose the wagon. 
YVET!E: One Eye's in a hurry. Looks over his shoulder the whole 
time. Hadn't I better just give them the two hundred? 
MOTHER COURAGE: I have her to think of. She's twenty-}ive and 
still n,o husband. I know what I'm doing. One hundred twenty 
or no deal. (X to C ) 
. YVETTE: You know best. 
YVETrE runs off. After walking up and down abstractedly, 
MOTliER coURAGE sits down to help KATTRIN with the knives. 
MOTHER coURAG#.l will pay two hundred if I have Th~ith eighty* (X, DRC )** (X to Chap) 
· guilders we could pack a hamper and begin over. It won't be 
. the ~nd of the world. · 
cHAPLAIN: The Bible says: the Lord will pr.ovide. _ 
MOTHER coURAGW/ KATTRIN): You,must rub them dry._ 
YVETTE (re-enters): They won't do i~. I warned you. He said the 
druins would roll any second now- and that's the sign 
they've reached a verdict. I offered one hundred fifty. He 
didn't even shrug his shoulders. 
Ready: · ~UL 
. Serge-ant; 
; dier~ wi 
; st~_ .. etche 
2 So:t?J. 
s. c. 0 
.. :>5-_,...,. _ _, .•.._...!.l\10THER, coURAGE:*rell him I'll pay two hundred. Rurit~YVETTE*(I:'ushing Y. off) 
~7 
1.&: } 6 
I 
I 
_.,, .. .....,.. 
M 
---
runs, MOTHER coURAGE sits, THE CHAPLAIN has Jinished the **(X DC to "Cour. 
__ ..,..~ glafses.) lbelieve-Ihaggledtoolon__g. Special 
In the distance: a roll of dru;_ms. The CHAPLAIN stands up and i 
walks away. MOTHER couRAGE remains seated. It grows dark,wi ~h only Qo r. Spec 
it gets light again. MOTHER coURAGE has not moved. rema1.n ng oYl.; 
Light) 
YVETTE' (re-enters, pale)* You've done it-with your haggling* ( X slowly t 
You can keep your wagon now. He [SOt eleven bullets in him. · C our • ) 
(Chap. and Kat. react) . 
( 
' I 
( 
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I don't know why I still bother about you, you don't deserve 
it, but I just happened to hear they don't think the cash-box 
is really in the river. They think it's here. And they think you 
were in with him. I think they're going to bring his body, to 
see if you give yourself away when you see him. You'd better 
not know him or we're in for it. And I should tell Y.OU straight: 
they're right behind me. Shall I keep Kattrin :£.'~~ t;hJs?( X C) ; 
1 (MOTHER coURAGE shakes her head.) Does she know? Maybe -
1 she didn't hear the drums or didn't understand. 1Fj~C::.....:2;..;8:.:-1,... . .. ,_ ___ MOTHERCOURAGE: Sh.eknows.Bringher. (X.~ .. ette qets Kat •) 
YVETTE brings KATTRIN who stands by her mother, who takes-....----" 
her hand. Two men come on with a stretche?: There is a sheet * ( Ka 'F • S 
over it, and something underneath. Beside them, the SERGEANT. ~-
They put the stretcher down. . , . . ~- : l When- b';dy·":r~-­(i U of wagon. 
sERGEANT: There's a man here we don't know the name of, but he 
has to be registered to keep the records straight. He bought a 
meal from you. Look at him. See if you know him. (He draws 
back the sheet?t) You know him? (MOTHER coURAGE shakes her~ ( C our· X 
head.1i-Vbat? You never saw him before he bought that meal?** ii ~~ ody 
(MoTHER coURAGE shakes her head.) Lift him up. Throw him ( -JJR~rn 
on the garbage dump. He has no one that knows him. Theycarryhimotf~(Exit behind ~~~~n to UL) *(Kat. 
breaks from Cour. moves a:Lii_e:r them; stops; 
cour. walks slowly after. them. into the specia 
...... light; stops; looks q·own at the place where 
.,;·.-= .. ~-=-iun;;...Enody . !!!!;J ---.-
o eady: · .• 
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LC :52 
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Ready: UC 
Clerk 
Ready: Uf'f' l R 
Young Sol< ier 
Older Sol 
f . icur 4 
iE~·~ "'""" - MOTHER COURAGE SINGS THE SONG OF THE 
l 2 4 - ('- GREAT CAPITULATION paces 
&. • .. uu · •,- Outside an officer's tent. MOTHER COURAGE~~A REGIMENTAL 
CLERKlooksoutofthetent. (comes DC) 
\ 
REGilV.IENTAL cLERK: You want to speak to the captain? I know you. 
You had a Protestant paymaster with you. He was hiding out. 
Better make no complaint here. 
MOTHER coURAGE: But I'm innocent and if I give up it'll look like 
I have a bad conscience. They cut my wagon to ribbons with 
their sabers, and then claimed a :fine of five tha.lers--for noth-
ing, for less than nothing! 
REGIMENTAL CLERK (quietly ';It For your own good: keep youH- ( mo1JeS' close 1:-, 
mouth shut. We haven't many canteens, so we let you stay 
in business, especially if you've a bad conscience and have to 
pay a fine now and then. · 
MOTHER COURAGE: I'm going to lo'dge a complaint. 
REGii\1ENTAL CLERK: As you wish. Wait here till the captain is free. i 
The cLERK retires into the tenfA J.-.-=Yo.::O:.:::UN;;;;.;.:;:G;,;:S:.;;:O.;:;:LD:;;:IE=R..;;C.:;;O:.:.m.:;.;:e;;;.s.:;;st:.::o;.:.rm~-_..;*~'"(~,o..w....M.wC"'-!!;J o~.J.Uu~......_._'Y.AII-~ nTu.)j-!.t.J.Jn I 
ingin. Followed by 01< .er Soldier. X DR. bench; si 1"s; ligh) 
YOUNG soLDIER: Screw the captain! ~ere is the son of a bitch? 'pipe) 1 
Grabbing my reward, spending it on brandy for his whores! I'll / 
rip his belly open! . ; 
OLDER soLDIER (following him): Shut y'o:fu. hole, you'll only wind 
up in the stocks! 
YOUNG soLDIER: I was the only one in the squad who swam the 
river and he grabs the money. I can't even buy me a beer. : 
Come OU%J.!~ ... thief,_I'll make lamb ch~ps out of you! (B:eaks n ~ree:). 
OLDER SOLDIER:~ Christ, he'll destroy himself. (Grabs h~m ag,-.~n) 
YOUNG soLDIER (pulling himself free of the older man): Let me go 
or I'll ~ut you down too! 
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OLDER soLDIEJt: 5f"aved the colonel's horse and didn't get the reward. * ( to C 0 
He's young. He hasn't been at it long. 
MOTHER couRAGE: Let him go. He doesn't have to be chained like 
a dog. Very reasonable to want a reward. Why else should he 
gotothetrouble? **,yo~·~ ~\ clnd~n~ 
YOUNG SOLDIER:ilf!e's in there pouring it downJ\I done something* ( UC at 
special: I want the reward! ·** (X t 0 
MOTHER COURAGE: Young man, don't scream at me, I have my OWn 
problems. 
YOUNG soLiHER: He's whoring on my money and I'm hungry! I'll 
murder him! 
MOTHER couRAGE: You're hungry. You're angry. I understand. 
YOUNG SOLDIER: Talking'll get you nowhere. I won't stand for in-
justice! . 
MOTHER COURAGE: How longi*How long won't you stand for init"( Ge:ts up 
justice? One hour? Or two? It's a misery to sit in the stocks: him ) 
especially if you leave it till then to realize you do stand for 
injustice{nurin.o- this speech they move; Cour. foll 
YOUNG sOLDIER: I don'~ know why I listen to you.*Screw that Y • S • ) 
captain!*( Crosses UC to tent) 
MOTHER COURAGE~ You listen because you know I'm right. Your 
rage has calmed down already. It was a short one, and you'd 
need along one. . 
YOUNG SOLDIER: Are you trying to tell me I shouldn't ask for the 
money? 
MOTHER coURKGY. Just the opposite. I only say your rage won't 
last, you'll get nowhere with it. If your rage was a long one, 
I'd say: go ahead, slice him up. But what's the use-if you 
don't slice him up? What's the use if you stand there with 
your tail between your legs? 
OLD;ERSOLDIER: You'requiteright: he's crazy. (Sits) 
YOUNG SOLDIER: All right, we'll see whether I slice him up or not. 
· (He draws his sword.) When he comes out, I slice him up. 
CLERK ~~§ out again): The ~aptain will be right 9'lt (A mili- * ( sees Y 
tary order:) Be seated! l returns to t-en"t J • (Y. s. lowe •:'s sword x D!B to bench; s~ ts) 
... · .... ··--·~· ·---.. ·-----
k f 
i 
f 
I 
~2A d! 32B 
c 33 
a 34 
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i The YOUNG SOLDIER sits. 
j MOTHER COURAGE: What did I tell you? Oh, they know US inside 
i o·ut. "Be seated!" And we sit. I'm no better ~et me tell ybu 
_. . about the great caJ?itulation. \IV,.e J0 ..., "'+ ~k ru,.r I (Stands with foot on bench~~~ o\L\- des ~ 
THE GREAr CAPITULATION fSings to Y .s. ong, long ago, a green eginner 
I thought myself a special case. 
(None of your ordinary, run of the mill girls, with .my looks 
and my talent and my love of the Higher Things.) 
I picked a hair out of my dinner • . ) 
Andputthewaiterinhisplace.* (X DL fac~ng aud~ence 
(All or nothing. Anyway, never the second best. I am the 
6 
master of my fate. I'll take no orders from no one.} ) 
Thenalittlebirdwhispers! (returns to Y. S.; walks behind be ch 
The bird says: ~y_e;u,- or so 
Andmarchingwiththebandyou'llgo (X UC to tent)·' · 
Keeping in step, now fast, now slow, 
And piping out your little spiel. 
Then one day the batta!lons wheel! 
And you go ~own ~pan your knees ( ) 
·To GodAlmightyifyon please!" X t 0 0 • S • DR 
My friend, before that year was over 
I'd learned to drink their cup of tea. 
(Two children round your neck and the price of bread and 
what all!) 
When they were through with me, moreover, 
They had me where they wanted me 
(You must get in with people. If you scratch my back, I'll 
scratch yours. Don't stick you.r neck out!) 
Then a little bird whispers! 
The bird says: "Scarce a year or so 
And marching with thebandshe'dgo (X DC facing audience) 
Keeping instep, now fast, now slow, 
And piping out her little spiel. 
Then one day the battalions wheel! 
, 
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And she goes down upon her knees 
~- -:fo God Almighty if you please!" 
-** · **(Sung to audience) 
- 1. •· Our plans are big, our hopes colossal. 
., 
, I 
.Jr.l.t-~.W.....~-...J..:~ 
_ .._ We hitch our wagon to a! star. 
(Where there's a will, there's a way. You can't hold a good 
man down.) 
"We can lift mountains,'' says the apostle. 
And yet: how heavy one cigar! 
(You must cut your coat according to your doth.) 
That little bird whispers! 
The bird says: "Wait a year or so 
And marching with the band we go 
Keeping in step, now fast, now slow, 
And piping out our little spiel. 
Then one day the battalions wheel! 
And we go down upon our knees 
c- To GodAlmightyifv:ouglease~ X DL to Y • S •) 
MOTHER coURAGE: So stay here with your sword drawn, if your 
anger is big enough. If it isn't, you'd better go. 
YOUNG SOLDIER: Aw, shove it!it:He stumbles off, the OLDER SOt-DIER 
following him.) ( Cour. gets up :x: to DC) 
, REGWENTAL CLERK (again stickfng h.is head out): The captain is 
'
. . ' free now. You can lodge your complaint. 
; MOTHER COUiijft: I've thought better of it. I'm not complaining. t§ ~},::: ,·-··n~ She leav". The CLERK looks after her, ,baking hh head. 
no:-
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- Reacly;: On s age 
Courage 
Kattrin 
2 Soldi rS 
5 
-f-11... .• ---- TWO YEARS HAVE PASSED. TFIE WAR COVERS 'WIDER .AND WIDER TER-
RTIORY. ALWAYS ON THE MOVE, THE LITTLE ViTAGON CROSSES· 
I,J-,...,Q!-1'1 4-J t'-'---· POLAND, MORAVIA, BAVARIA, ITALY, AND AGAIN 
]_; JgA:•"" .. ·.----- BAVARIA. 1631. GENERAL TILLY'S VICTORY 
t 2,&; .--~- AT LEIPZIG COSTS MOTHER 
COURAGE FOUR SHIRTS. 
Reaay: Of UL 
tehaplai 
, - Peasar t 
ltlb:• 
c 36 
c 37 
The wagon stands in a war-ruined village. Victory march in 
the distance. TWO soLDIERS are being served at a counter by 
KATTRIN and MOTHER coURAGE. One of them has a woman's 
fur coat about his shoztlders. 
,·-
MOTHER coURAGE: What, you can't pay? No money, no schnapps! ( tak e 
·· If they can play victory marches, they should pay their men. . 
FIRST SOLDIER: I w~t l?Y schnapps! I arrived too late for plunder. ' 
The Chief aUgwed just one hour to plunder the town. He's i 
-=- c. not inhuman, he says- so I.~s they bought him off. 1 
CHAPLAIN (staggering in) 1 Ta@rs ar:e ~~1:7m. tae £g;~gme A ~ 
whole !a.pilyl~~' someone! I need linen. 
The SECOND SOLDIER goes with him, KATTRIN, becoming ex-
cited, tries to get her mother to bring linen out of the wagon. 
MOTHER. coURAGE: I have none. I sold all my bandages to the regi-
ment. I'm not tearing up my officer's, shirts for these people. 
CHAPLAIN (over his shoulder) : I said: I need linenf 
MOTHER coURAGE stops KATTRIN from entering the wagon. 
MOTFIER COURAGE: Not on your life! They have nothing and theY. 
II oman 
liql. 0 
paynothing. P.-----.--------------------~ 
The cHAPLAIN carriesinawo.J.w. (places her on floor DL) 
CHAPLAIN: Why did you stay there- in the line of :fire? 
woMAN (faintly): Our farm .•• 
297 
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MOTHER coURAGE: Think they'd ever let go of anything? And now 
fm supposed to pay. Well, I won't! 
FIRST SOLDIER: They're Protestants. Why do they have to be Prot-
estants? (2nd Soldier enters UL) 
MOTHER COURAGE: Protestant, Catholic, what do they care? It's 
their farm they're thinking of. 
SECOND SOLDIER: Anyway, they're not Protestants. They're Catho-
lics. 
FIRST SOLDIER: I guess our canno11 do11't know the difference. -
ThecHAJ?LAIN bringsinaPEAB;JT. (:places him next· ·to 
PEASANT: Myarm'sshot. 
CHAPLAIN: Where's that linen? 
MOTHER coURAGE: I can't give you any. With all I have to pay out 
in taxes, duties, bribes . . . (KATTRIN picks up a board and 
threatens her mother with it, making gurgling sounds.) Are 
you out of your mind? Put that board down this minute! I'm 
giving nothing! (The cHAJ?LAIN lifts her bodily off the wagon 
steps, then brings the shirts from the wagon, and tears them 
in strips.) My shirts! My officer's shirts!( Chap. and Cour. 
From the house, the cry of a child in pain. 
PEASANT: The child's still in the house. 
KA~ runs into the-bouse. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Hey, grab Kattrin, the roof may fall in! 
CHAJ?LAIN: I'm not going back in there. 
MOTHER coURAGE: My officer's shirts, half a guilder apiece. I'm 
~ C _ 8 ruined! ( KATTRIN comes out with a baby in her arms. To her:) 
l!r.I-"":-""'--""------Never happy till you're dragging babies around! Give it to 
its mother at once! 
i- ~ ..., _ _, -' ,-
~onia 
DL) 
. I 
KATTRINishummingalullabytothechild. (Sits with child) 
CHAPLAIN (bandaging): The blood comes through. 
MOTHER coURAGE: And, in alL this, she's happy as a larldf'Stop tha~ (X DR) 
music! I don't need music to tell me what victory's like. (The 
FIRST sOLDIER tries to make off with the bottle he's been drink-
ing from.) Come back, yoult\.Ift you want another victory, ·, Ji 
you'll have to pay for it. ~*l' ~-
--·· -.~ .. 
MOTHER COURAGE 
FIRST SOLDIER: But I'm broke. 
MOTHER coURAGE tears the fur coat off bis back. 
'*'!!<3'.!!i6~..., ....... ..,.
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.... ;_,..M ... ,,..~THER coURAGE.: Then leave this. It's stolen goods aze.xhow. 
3 7 KATTRIN rocks the child and raises it high above her head. 
N V7P7Rit.;;;. 
~: . 
30 9 ( 1 minute 'before stage ·is re.ady) 
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Ready: On 
Courage 
Chaplai1 
~--------~----------------~--~~------------~------~~trin 
sc fl 
) 6 
: mL.Q._u t THE CATHOLIC GENERAL TILLY IS KILLED BEFORE THE CITY OF INGOL-
t~- ( yd th. fUneral STADT AND IS BURIED IN STATE. MOTHER COURAGE GIVES HER 
~ 1 mus i 0 ) vmws oF HERoEs, AND THE cHAPLAIN siNGs A soNG I ABOUT THE DURATION OF THE WAR. KATTRIN GETS 
i t~tA------~-"-- __ . THE RED BOOTS AT LAST. THE YEAR IS 1632. 
""'-.... -. ·--~--:::=.- The interior of a canteen tent. The inside part of the counter 
I 
I 
I 
~dlihd 
Fides 
is seen at the rear. Funeral march in the distance. The CHAPLAIN 
and the REGIMENTAL CLERK are playing ch~ckers. MOTHER 
coURAGE and KATTRIN are taking inventory. 
CHAPLAIN: The funeral procession is just starting out. 
MOTHER coURAGE: Pity about the Chief- twenty-two pairs, socks 
-getting killed that way. They say it was an accident. There 
was a fog over the :fields that morning, .and the fog was to 
blame. He'd been telling his men to :fight to the death, and was 
just riding back to safety when he lost his way in the fog, 
went forward instead of back, fo)lPd hjmself in the thick of 
the battle, and ran right smack into a bullet. (A whistle from 
the counter. She goes over to attend to a soldie~ It's a 
disgrace- the way you're all skipping your Collliilander's 
funeral. 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: They shouldn't have handed out the money 
before the funeral. Now the men are getting drunk instead 
of going to it. 
CHAPLAIN (to the REGIMENTAL CLERK): Don't you have to be there? 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: I stayed away because of the rain. 
MOTHER coURAGE: It's different for you. The rain might spoil your 
Clerk 
Reach: Of: 
Two wal: 
soldi 
One sin 
so_l~i 
.;:.' + 
I ' 
*(DC of 
uniform. _ _ , 
D~i~~s to the counter.i:b::zm:~x Offstage soldie{L 
300 sings~.--------------------------------------------
I 
L .. 
~~ 
.USl.C 
MOTHER COURAGE 
(; ·~ 
., ., 
BATTLE HYMN 
One schnapps, mine host, be quick, make haste! 
'A soldier's got no time to waste: 
He must be shooting, shooting, shooting, 
HiS Kaiser's enemies uprooting! 
SOLOIER: A.:__J;lr~~<iY· !" · < '_J - · l-;_? '·-'· 
·-· · -Two br,easts, my girl, be quick, make haste, 
A soldier's got no time to waste: 
He must be hating, hating, hating, 
He cannot keep his Kaiser waiting! 
74 
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SOLDIER: Make it a double, this is a holiday. l . 
· M fir·.w.N , . 'd *( t1nes to e er) MOTHER coURAGE: oney st:: o, you can t come ms1 e, not 1 
with those boots on. Only officers are allowed in here, rain or · 
no rain. (soldiers exit UL) 
CHAPLAIN (as the funeral music resumes): Now they're filing past . 
thebody. . . 
MOTHER coURAGE:~ feel sorry for a commander like that-when*( return~ng 0 w.) 
1 maybe he had something big in mind, something they'd talk · 
' • ·-->:- about in times to come, something they'd raise a statue to-him 
for, the conquest of the whole world, for example- Lord, 
the worms have got into these biscuits! -he works his hands 
to the bone and then the common riffraff don't support him 
because all they care about is a jug of beer or a bit\<:>f cQmpanv-:-:-· no~ 
Amiright? ·· . ~~~er"'*itncr" o 
· CHAPLAIN: You're right, Mother Courage. Till you come to the 
riffraff. You underestimate them. Take those fellows outside 
right now, drinking their brandy in the rain, why, they'd fight 
for a hundred years, one war after another- if necessary, two 
at a time. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Seventeen leather belts. -Then you don't think 
the war might end? 
CHAPLAIN: Because a commander's dead? Don't be childish. Heroes 
are cheap. There are plenty of others where he came from. 
: MOTHER COURAGE: I wasn't asking just for the sake of argumenf. I * ( lK R ) 
was wondering if I should buy up a lot of stipplies. They hap-
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pen to be cheap right now. But if the war's going to end, I 
might just as well forget it. 
CHAPLAIN: There are people who think the war's about to end, but 
I say: you can't be sure it will ever end. Oh, it may have to 
pause occasionally, for breath, as it were. It can even meet 
with an acddent-not~ on this earth is perfect- one 
can't think of everything- a little oversight and a war may 
be in the hole and someone's got to pull it out again. That 
someone is the IGng or the Emperor or the Pope. But they're 
such friends in need, this war hasn't got much to worry about: 
it can look forward to a prosperous future. 
MOTHER COURAGE: If I was sure you're right . . . 
CHAPLAIN: Think it out for yourself. How could the war end? 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: I'm from Bohemia. I'd like to get home once 
in a while. So I'm hoping for peace. 
CHAPLAIN: Peace? 
REGIMENTAL CLERK:. Yes, peace! How can we live without it? 
CHAPLAIN: We don't have to. There's peace even in war. War satis-
fies all needs- even those of peace. I know a song about that. 
.w--------t(He sings:) ....._ 
THE ARMY CHAPLAIN'S SONG 
Does war, my friend, stop you from drinking? 
Does it not give you bread to chew? 
To my old-fashioned way of thinking 
That much at least a war can do. 
And even in the thick of slaughter 
A soldier feels the amorous itch 
And many a buxom farmer's dauS'hter 
Haslosthervirtueinaditch. l Cour. X to Clerk) 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: Maybe. But when shall I get another good 
*(Cqur 
I 
night's sleep? ~t\ 
cHAPLAIN: Thatalsohasbee:o.careof.( stands moves to front ,of 
" table) 
I 
t 
I 
I 
~9 
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Somehow we :find the bread and brandy 
And :finding women is a snap. 
And when there is a gutter handy 
We catch a twenty-minute nap. 
Asforthesleepthatlastsforever (returns to chair) 
Though it will come in any case 
In war more Christian souis than ever 
Reach their eternal resting place. 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: And when everyone's dead, the war won't 
stop even then, I suppose? 
CHAPLAIN: Let me :finish. 
Whatwon'tasoldierdoin wartime (:places foot on cha!ir) 
His savage lust to satisfy! 
But after all, 'twas said aforetime: 
Be fruitful, lads, and multiply! 
If you ignore this high in junction, 
The war will have to stop, my friend: 
Perform your biologic function 
-And then the war need never end! 
REGIMENTAL CLERK: You admit the war could stop. 
CHAPLAIN: Tsk, tsk, tsk. You don't know where God lives. Listen! 
Peacemakers shall the earth inherit: 
We bless those men of simple worth. 
W armakers have still greater merit: 
They have inherited the earth. 
I'll tell you, my good sir, what peace is: 
The hole when all the cheese is gone. 
And what is war? This is my thesis: 
It's what the world is founded on. --
75 
War is like love: it'll always :find a wa"),. Why should it end?*( s,i ts) 
MOTHER coURAGE~ Then I will buy those supplies. I'll take your* (X to Chap • 
word for it. (KATTRIN, who has been staring at the CHAPLAIN, 
suddenly bangs a basket of glasses down on the ground and 
\ 
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Ez~ t R from tent . . . 
runs ou~oTHER coURAGE ]augEs':) She'll go nght on w:utmg 
for peace. I promised her she'll get a husband when peace 
comes. (ShefollowsKATTRIN.) (both stand R of tent) 
REGIMENTAL CLERK (standing up): You were singing. I win. 
MOTHER COURAGE brings KATTRIN back .. 
MOTHER coURAGE: Be sensible, the war'll go on a bit longer, and 
we'll make a bit more money- then peace'll be all the nicer. 
Now you go into the town, it's not ten minutes' walk, and 
bring the things from the Golden Lion. Just the special things 
for your trousseau: the rest we can pick up later in the wagon. 
The Clerk will go with you, you'll be quite safe. Do a good 
job, and don't lose anything, think of your trousseau! (KAT-
TRIN ties a kerchief round her head and leaves with the CLERK.) 
Nowyoucanchopmeabitoffuewood. * (Goes R outside tent) 
The CHAPLAIN takes his coat off and prepares to chop wood. 
~ CHAPLAIN: Properly speaking, I am a pastor of souls, not a wood-
:.. cutter. 
MomZ?M~.rRAGE; But I don't have a soul, and I do need wood. (picks Up P 
CHAPLAIN: What's that little pipe you've got there? and invent 
. book and · MOTHER COURAGE: Just a p1pe. to':l. ·' 
Ithink .t' . u1 . goes ou ~::>ID CHAPLAIN: 1 saverypartlc arplpe. sits DO on 
MOTHER COURAGE: Oh? (Sits) i 
I 
CHAPLAIN: The cook's pipe in fact. Our Swedish Commander's 
cook. 
MOTHER COURAGE: If you know, why beat about the bush? 
CHAPLAIN: I wondered if you knew. It was possible you just rum-
maged among your belongings ~ust lit on ... ~ pipe .. 
MOTHER COURAGE: How d' you kno~at•t'A':Wi'f§ tl.N\.d- :}""' -~~ 
CHAPLAIN: It isn't! You did know! (He brings the axe down on the 
block.) 
MOTHER COURAGE: What if I did? 
cHAPLAiN: .Mother Courage, it is my duty to warn you. You are 
unlikely to see the. gentleman again, but that's a blessing. 
Mother Courage, he did not strike me as trustworthy.- 0 t7 
R I H · -l-td c.ontrtV"l MOTHER COURAGE: eal y? e was such a ruce man. .J 
1/ I, 
I 
I· 
i I 
:I 
I 
i 
I i 
! I 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPLAIN: Well! So that's what you call. a nice man! I do not. 
(Again the axe falls.) Far be it from me to wish him ill, but I 
cannot, cannot describe him as nice. No, he's a Don Juan, a 
cunning Don Juan. Just look at that pipe if you don't believe 
me- it tells all! 
MOTHER COURAGE: I see nothing special about this pipe. It's been 
used, of course . . . 
, CHAPLAIN: It's been practically bitten through! Oho, he's a wild 
... .. man! ~is the pipe of a wtl:d manJ (Th) axe falls more vio-
lently than ever.) ~ ~re01."t "'o o;;.me.e., 
MOTHER coURAGE: Now it's my chopping block that's bitten 
' -:t:. ~l~~ +Ma\rii\19 o..~ ~ woodcu.\\e(. ltfO~ '-"~ ·(V')I';j 
CHAPLAINA! told you the care of souls was my :fieldAin physical a.~ 
labor my God-given talents :find no adequate expression. You we <tte: 
haven't heard me preach. Why, I can put such spirit into a lYitGUSl 
regiment with a single sennon that the enemy's a mere :flock 
of sheep to them and their own lives are no more than a 
smelly old pair of shoes to be instantly thrown away at the 
thought of :final victory! God has given me the gift of tongues! 
I can preach you out of your senses! 
MOTHER coURAGE: But I need my senses. What would I do without 
them? 
CHAPLAIN: Mother Courage, I have often thought that- under a 
veil of blunt speech- you conceal a heart. You are human, 
you need warmth. 
; MOTHER COURAGE: The best way of warming this tent is to chop 
plenty of :firewood. 
· CHAPLAIN: Seriously, my dear Courage, I sometimes ask myself 
how it would be if our relationship should be somewhat more 
:finnly cemented. I mean: now the wild wind of war has 
whirled us so strangely together. 
MOTHER coURAGE: The cement's pretty :firm already. I cook yopr 
meals. And you lend a hand- at chopping :firewood, for in-
stance. 
The CHAPLAIN flourishes the axe as he approaches her. 
76 
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cHAPLAIN: Oh, you know what I mean by a closer relationship. Let 
yourheartspeak! (stands at her bench WJ.. th ax) 
MOTHER coURAGE: Don't come at me like that with your axe! 
That'd be too close a relationship! <1NV'l ·, -n e.o..r-n es \- (he sit: 
cHAPLAIN: This is no laughing :matter. I ~ffi-ye;g, it G9.Fef'lilil.=' ~t. ::r ~<::a."Q -"!ou5h~ ·,+- o..\ Gt1Br .. 
MOTHER coURAGE: My dear Chaplain, be sensible, I do like you. All ( . . 
I want is for me and mine to ge:= by in this ~af. Now chop the* ~J. ~e) ~ 
:firewood and we'll be warm m the evenm~ What's that?· ·· -
(MOTHER COURAGE stands up. KATTRIN entr#Fwi.th a nasty 
wound above her eye. She is letting everything fall, parcels, ( . 
leather goods, a drum, etc.fWhat happened? Were you at-* Kat • 
tacked? On the way back? It's not serious, only a :flesh 
wound. I'll bandage it up, and you'll be better within a week. 
Didn't the clerk walk you back? That's because you're a good 
girl,.he thought they'd leave Y,QHJlO.~· 2(f.~2J.lJ4d isq,t,.fleep. 
It will never s.There1\ (She h!Ji. 1£nisfie(J: tTi~n;tage.) * ( G 
Now I havi':'.~~.~~JJ~at for you. (She fishes Yvette's red o~:n: 
boots out of a bag.) See? You always wanted them- now 
you have them. Put them on before I change my mind. It will 
never show. Look, the boots have kept well, I cleaned them 
good before I put them away. (Kat. tni~~~-.. ;~phbbgoots, hE·oe: ~~Imms:~~~s; Jde: 
CHAPLAIN: I hope she won't be disfigured. 
MOTHER coURAGE: There'll be _guite a scar. She needn't wa,it fol\ 
peace now. ( croses DR to pick up buna1.es) 
CHAPLAIN: She did;n'~,le~ them. g-et any of the thinl!s .. , \ ~ .,.-('1\Gt."\;)e ':J: s\-lou.l6tt ·r: ;}~ ~ $C G"~ ~\-M"J Vl-1\!.'t r 
MOTHER COURAGE~! WlS 1 knew what goes on ms1de her head. She 
stayed out all night once- once in all the years. I never did 
get out of her what happened. (She picks up the things that 
KATTRIN spilled and angrily sorts them out.) And this is war! 
~
. ..· A nice source of income, I must say! 
~~--~~nnon. -
cH~LAIN: They're lowering the Commander in his grave. A his-
toric moment! 
! 
I 
== 
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MOTHER coURAGE: It's historic to me all~nght Sue's :fimsh.eO. How ,ift~: 
USJ.C would she ever get a husband now? And she's crazy for chil-
dren. Even her dumbness comes from the war. A soldier stuck 
something in her mouth when she was little. I'll never see 
Swiss Cheese again, and where my Eilif is the Good Lord 
knows. Curse the war! ~~----------~·~.~~ ~ 
1 
2 
3 
3A, 44 
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SCENE 7 * 
I 
&a ..... ·~-
' i:ihapla~\ ~ttrin 
* Same as Prologue movernent. 
· .... ~ 
1\ 
J 
' ' 
1 
I 
J 
I 
··c.:·..:.:..:,....._,-., 
7 
Ready: U 
Wagon . 
by Kat 
Chap. · 
·to DR 
A highway. The cHAPLAlN and K.ATI:!Ul::L..are pz~Jling the wqgon==:::::;= 
It is dirty and neglected, though new goods are hung around it. 
~ MOTHER coURAGE (walking beside the wagon, a flask at her waist): 
~ I won't have my war all spoiled for me! Destroys the weak, ~ ............... ~'-"""'--_.:d::=oes it? Well, what does peace do for 'em? ,;Hv]l? (She sings 
! The Song of Mother Courage:) 
'I 
when 
arrJ.ves 
~ 
~~· 3-lb:- -'~ 
,•LC44i . ' ·--" 
I; ""' .,+: •. --· 
So cheer up, boys, the rose is fading! 
When victory comes you may be dead! 
A war is just the same as trading: 
But not with cheese~ with steel and lead! 
Christians, awake! The winter's gone! 
The S:£?.OWS depart, the dead sleep on. 
And though you may not long survive 
Get out of bed and look alive! 
rr (.A.Qd---~the.")lll~go~y~_s. on)( Exit UL) 
.
NOT]fcE: .When an intermission was used for one performance i i 
1 came at the end of this scene. 
:Bu2fi ii:·.wa.e;preferable not to have an intermission an 
to 'run this scene directly into the next one accordj 
to the normal pattern. 
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Ready: On S age 
Wagon wit Cour. 
& Kat. in ide: 
Chap. und r it; 
Woman and Boy 
outside i • 
! IN THE SAME YEAR, THE'PROTiH~i\k.t.:tJ THE BATTLE OF lti.·,--. ''*'"~ LUTzEN. THE PEACE THREATEN; iv.ro;:H~~ coURAGE WITH 
_, - RUIN. HER BRAvE SON PERFORMS ONE HEROIC DEED 
~.A£ JsJ._ TOO MANY AND COMES TO A SHAMEFUL 
I 
I 
' 
' 
END. 
A c~WZp. Summer morning. In front of the wagon, an oLD 
woMAN and her soN. The soN drags a large bag of bedding. 
MOTHER COURAGE is inside the wagon.• 
MOTHER coURAGE: Must you come at the crack of dawn? 
YOUNG MAN: We've been walking all night. Twenty miles. We 
have to get back today. 
1 MOTHER COURAGE: What do I want with bed feathers? Take them 
to the town! 
YOUNG MAN: At least wait till you see them. 
OLD woMAN: Nothing doing here either. Let's go. (X DL) , 
YOUNG MAN: And let 'em sign away the roof over our heads for : 
' taxesl*Maybe she'll WI¥ th.ree guilders if you throw in that *(X DL to Mo her) 
bracelctl:B ells start ringing.) Hear 0at, Mother? 
VOICE FROM A DISTANCE: It's peace! The King of Sweden got killed! 
MOTHER coURAGE sticks her head out of the wagon. She hasn't 
done her hair yet. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Bells? Bells in the middle of the week? 
The CHAPLAIN crawls out from under the wagon. 
cHAPLAIN: What's that they're shouting? 
YOUNGMAN: It'speace. (X DR) 
cHAPLAIN: Peace?! , 
MOTHER coURAGE: Don't tell me peace has broken out -I've gone 
and bought all these supplies! 
CHAPLAIN (shouting): Is it peace? (to voices of'f Stage, ,DC) 
VOICE: Yes! The war stopped three weeks ago! 
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CHAPLAIN (To MOTHER COURAGE): Why else would they ring the 
bells? 
VOICE: A big crowd of Lutherans just arrived- they brought the 
news. 
YOUNG MAN: It's peace, Mother. (The OLD woMAN collapses.) heir) 
What'sthematter?(Young Man and Chap. rush to 
MOTHER COURAGE (back in the wagon): Kattrin, it's peace! Put 
··~~~. on your black dress, we're going to church, we owe it to 
Swiss Cheese. 
YOUNG :rviAN: The war's over. (The OLD woMAN gets up, dazed.) 
I'll get the harness shop going again now. Everything will 
be aJl right. Father will get his bed back. Can you walk? (To 
the CHAPLAIN:) It was the news. She didn't believe there'd 
ever be peace again. Father always said there would. We'll be 
going home. 
They leave. iJB 
MOTHER coURAGE (from the wagon): Give them a schnapps! ( :f . 
CHAPLAINfToo late: they've gone! And who may this be coming * a~~n), 
over from the camp? If it isn't our Swedish Commander's exJ. 
cook?! 
The cooK comes Jl~ bedraggled, carrying a bundle. 
CHAPLAIN: Mother Courage, a ~t<lr! (at R o :f wagon) 
MOTHER coURAGE clambers out of the wagon. 
cooK: I promised to come back, remember? For a short con-
versation? I didn't forget your brandy, Mrs. Fierling. 
MOTHER COURAGE: The Commander's cook! After all these years! 
Where's Eilif? 
cooK: Isn't he here yet? He went on ahead yesterday. He was on 
his way here. 
CHAPLAIN: I'll be putting my pastor's clothes back on. (He goes 
behind the wagon.) 
MOTHER coURA.Gi: Kattrin, Eilif's coming! Bring a glass of brandy 
for the cook! (But KATTRIN doesn't.) Oh, pull your hair over 
your face and forget it, the cook's no stranger! (To him:) She 
won't come out. Peace is nothing to her. It took too long to 
--
. ::.: .::.:::::::::._ .. 
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get here. Here's your schnapps. (She has got it herself. They 
sit.) (on the f'ront of' the wagon) 
cooK: Dear old peace! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Dear old peace has broken my neck. On the 
chaplain's advice I went and bought a lot of supplies. Now 
everybody's leaving, and I'm holding the baby. 
cooK: How could you listen to a windbag like the chaplain? If 
I'd had the time I'd have warned you against him. But the 
Catholics were too quick for me. Since when did he become 
the big wheel around here? 
MOTHER COURAGE: He's been doing the dishes and helping me with 
the wagon. 
cooK: And telling you a few of hjs jokes? He has a most unhealthy 
attitude to womenfBe's conaoletely unsound:':>:: -\-\-'-...rl ..\a ,nfiu.<m 
vo • VV'l \oV, t'- d- u.> QS V\ 0 ~0 eo-:. 
MOTHER COURAGE: And you're completely sound? 
cooK: And I am completely sound. Your health! 
MOTHER COURAGE: Sound! Only one person around here was ever 
sound, and I never had to slave as I did then. B_e_s9J§ the 
blankets off the children's beds in autumn. You aren't rec-
ommending yourself to me if you claim to be sound. 
COOK: Ah well, here we sit, drinking your famous brandy while 
the bells of peace ~ ring! 
' MOTHER coURAGE: I don't see where they're going to :find all this 
pay that's in arrears. Were you people paid? 
cooK (hesitating): Not exactly. That's why we disbanded. Why 
stay? I said to myself. Why not look up a couple of friends? So 
here I am. 
MOTHER cOURAGE: In other words: you're broke. 
:-"'Cooi:Titrtnoyed by the bells): I wish they'd stop that racket! I'd 
like to set myself up in some business. . 
ThecRA:PLAJN entersinhispastor's coat again. (Enter DRC) 
v,f CHAPLAIN: Prettygood,eh? Justa~;f~fo!=hholes0\t\a.yr·· \-l-Clve.. ~;:iOU. !' 
81 
~ ,_.. =-• cooK: I have a bone to pic!\~ yo~tl.f ou advised a lady to buJ B : superfluousgoodsonthepretextthatthewarwouldneveren<!.X to Chap.) 
46A ciiA.PLAJN: And what business is that of yours? 
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cooK: It's unprincipled behavior! How dare you interfere with 
the conduct of other people's businesses? 
CHAPLAIN: Who's ~!,rin8i~2)Y, I'~lJ~-~~!i!~}rn~wJ. Clt~OTHER 
COURAGE:) I  ~Q~~Ctl:a~~o a:eeo~ to 
+o thisgentleman:foH,erything!~~u.. "h'adAo""';? e~~W "hi fh 
MOTHER couRAGE: Now don't get excited. The cook's ~g ~ .. ( 
personal opinion~You can hardly deny your war was a flop.* X DL) 
CHAPLAIN: You are a hyena of the battlefield! You are taking the 
name of peace in vain! 
MOTHER coURAGl: I'm a what, did you sa~ ( turl}.ing tO ChaP • ) 
CHAPLAIN. A hyena! 
a 46A COOK: Who insults my girl frien<1_ insults me! 
-:;c~---.....o.-..--""'cHAPLAIN: Your intentions are only too transparent~(To MOTHER 
~ady ~ coURAGE:) But when I see you take peace between :finger and 
! L C 46:B thumb like a snotty old handkerchief, the humanity in me 
rebels! You want war, do you? Well, don't you forget the 
proverb: who sups with the devil must use a long spoon! 
MOTHER COURAGE: Remember what one fox said to another that was 
*(mo· 
D (st. 
sp 
].i 
caug · a ~~+''If u y;,a~tq<g"~e X2,Ur~ aski.~!t~r UXI r * (X 
trouble." ~ych;tprun, 'a'!J.d 
when it comes to calling ~'re na~ you and I part 
company! 
c:aAPLAIN~Then why all thls grumbling.-about the peace? Is it*( X C 't 
just for the junk in your wagon? 
l! MOTHER COURAGE: My goods are not junk. I live off them. ~.-.~~ •.  ~ CRAPLAIN: You live off war. Exactly! 
~~ cooK: As a grown man, you should know better than to run ~ around advising people.~To MOTHER COURAGE:) In your 
~~ i~ situation you should get rid of certain goods at once- before 
:~ prices sink to zero. 
!d MOTHER coURAGE: That's good advice. I think I'll take it. (She 
~~ climbs on to her wagon. ~u.. Q'lnooJdll '} -\ake 00 ct> O..s '-!f!JJ.r t'v*\( X 
"' cooK: 1bne up for me. Anyway, Chaplain,l\cock:fi.ghts are U1itbe- t ~C 46 ,B . conUngtoyourcloth! (X behind wagon) 11<>\" 
,~L--------~CHAPLAIN: If you don't shut your ~~.U.~ I'll murder you, cloth or 
no clothK X UR ) -
.. 
;. 
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Enter YVETI'E, wearing black, leaning on a stick. She is much 
older, fatter, and heavily powdered. Behind her, a VALET. (who 
YVETIE: Rullo everyboc!fl. \s_ this the Mother Courage establish-
ment? (moves DR~J . .-
CHAPLAIN: Quite right. And with whom have we the pleasure? 
YVETTE: I am Madam Colonel Starhemberg, good people. Where's 
Mother Courage? l 
CHAPLAIN (calling to the wagon) : Madam Colonel-Starhemberg to 
speak with you! 
MOTHER COURAGE: Coming! I (~ook on L of Wagon ,rarts) 
~ 
YVETTE (calling): It's me- Yvette! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Yvette! 
YVETIE: I've come to see how you're getting on! (The cooK turns -th~ corner 0 
'RJill!illK.in horror.) Peter! /! 
cooK: Yvette! ' 
YVETTE: Of all things. How did you get here? ~ 
cooK: On a cart. I 
CHAPLAIN: Well! You know each other? Intimately? 
YVETTE: I'll say! You're fat. 
cooK: For that matter, you're no beanpole. 
YVETIE: It's good we've met. Now I can tell you what I think of 
you, tramp. 
CHAPLAIN: Do that. Tell him exactly what you think of him. But I 
wait till Mother Courage comes out. 
COOK: Nowdon'tmakeascene.(moves -to wagon) I 
MOTHER coURAGE comes out, laden with goods, 
MOTHER couRAGE: Yvett~ (They embrace.) But why are you in*(X DR) 
mourning? 
YVETIE: Doesn't it suit me? My husband, the colonel, died several 
years ago. 
MOTHER COURAGE: The old fellow that nearly bought my wagon? 
YVETIE: Nab, not him. His older brother. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Good to see one person that got somewhere in ·· 
this war. 
·~~=-·=·~=-~=--~~~==~·~~--~~~~~========~;:~~~~~~~========~ 
-the w. 
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CIIAPL~ You promised to give us your opinion of this gendeman:* (moves J 
cooK: Now, Yvette, don'tmakeastink! 
MOTHER COURAGE: He's a friend of mine,,Yvette. 
YVETTE: He'sPeterPiper, that'swhat. ' 
cooK: Cut the nicknames! fM~ nome's L<:IJV>'\'? 
MOTHER COURAGE: Peter Piper? ~he one that turned the girls' heads? * (move 
I'll have to sit down. And I've been keeping your pipe for you. 
CIIAPLAIN: Anct smoking it. 
YVETTE: Lucky I can warn you against him. He's a bad lot.*You (move t 
won't find a worse on the whole coast of Flanders. He got more 
girls in trouble than . . . 
cooK: That's a long time ago. It's not true anr;ore. 
* (stand YVETTE: Stand up when you talk to a lady! ow I loved that man, 
and all the time he was having a litde bowlegged brunette. He c:liar 
got her in trouble, too, of course. 
cooK: I seer;;,t~ ?.t.ve broup.h\J' ou luck. 
YVETTE: ~he'Ryc;-~P.n to1 you hoary ruin! And take 
care, Mother Courage, this type is dangerous even in decay! 
MOTHER COURAGE (to YVETTE) : Come with me. I must get rid 
ofthisstu:ffbeforethepricesfall. (takes Yvette by a::m) . 
YVETTE (to cooK): Miserable cur! (The t1j~ Vf~:W~nc~8If} ~n fro 
MOTHER coURAGE: Maybe you can help me at army headquarters __ ,_, ____ _ 
with your contacts. 
YVETTE: Damnable whore hunter! (turning to him) ( Th 
MOTHER COURAGE: Kattrin, church is all off, I'm going to market! ex 
YVETTE: Inveterate seducer! On 
MOTHER COURAGE (still to KATTRIN): When Eilif comes, give him 
something to drink! - .. 
YVE~ I've put an end to your tricks, Peter Piper, and one day~( brea:k 
in a better life than this, the Lord God will reward me! (She CoUJ: 
sniffs.) Come, Mother Courage! (Exit UL; rett 
x.~~.Pause. Valet follows) 6oc.1 
...... 
CIIAPLA1N: As our te:xt this morning, let us take the saying: the mills 
of God grind slowly. Andyou complain of my jokes! 
-- -··--
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Ready: ·off· R 
Eiliff 
2 Soldier 
-r ~CIAJ!- Y'IO UAV\ 
cooK:ti'll be frank with you:iti was hoping for a good hot dinner."':m *(X to Ch • ) 
And now she'll be getting a wrong picture of me. I think rsb.rol _ 
should leave before she comes back. 
cHAPLAIN: Ithinksotoo. (Cook X R to leave) (turns) 
cooK: Chaplain, peace makes me sick! It's the lot of mankind to 
perish by fire and sword! Oh, how I wish I was roasting a 
great fat capon for the Commander- with mustard ~auce and 
those little yellow carrots ... (both stand J.n front of wagon) 
CHAPLAIN: Red cabbage. With capon: red cabbage. 
cooK: You're right. But he always wanted yellow carrots. 
CHAPLAIN: He never understood anything. 
cooK: You always put plenty away. 
CHAPLAIN: Under protest. 
cooK: Anyway, you must admit, those were the days. 
cHAPLAIN: Yes, thatimightadmit( stares off R. ) 
cooK: And now you've called her a hyena. You haven't much future 
hereeither ... Whatare · · ::> o off R. 
CHAPLAIN: Why, it's Eilif! (EILIF enters followed by two soldiers from 
with halberds. His hands are fettered. He is white as chalk.) 
What happened? ) 
EILIF:Where'smymother? (stopping DR)(soldiers behind him 
CHAPLAIN: Gone to the town. 
EILIF: They said she was here. I was allowed a last visit. 
cooK (to the soldiers) : Where are you taking hlm? 
soLDIER: Fora ride. 
The OTHER soLDIER makes the gesture of throat cutting. 
CHAPLAIN: What has he done? 
SOLDIER: He broke in on a peasant. The wife is dead. 
CHAPLAIN: Eilif, how could you? 
EILIF: It's no different. It's what I did before. 
cooK: That was in wartime. 
EILIF: Shut your mouth. Can I sit down till she comes? 
soLDIER: No. 
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CHAPLAIN: It's tru: In wartime they honored him for it. He sat at * ( X 
the Commander's right hand. It was bravery. Couldn't we 
speak with the provost? 
SOLDIER: What's the use? Stealing cattle from a peasant, what's brave 
about that? 
cooK: It was just dumb. 
EILIF: Ifi'd been dumb, I'd have starved, smarty. 
cooK: So you were bright- and paid for it. 
CHAPLAIN: We must bring Kattrin out. 
EILIF: Let her alone. Just give me some brandy. 
SOLDIER: No. 
CHAPL.Am: What shall we tell your mother? 
to 
EILIF: Tell her it wap nq di.tf~rent. J'ell her it was ~e same. J\.w, exit) 
tell her nothing.~ E~l~l:· x .~n :fron-c o men a 
The soldiers lead him away. ( exit UL) 
cHAPLAIN: I'llcomewithyou! (is bar·ced by one soldier) 
EILIF~Idon'tneedanypriest. (shoving Chap. aside) 
CHAPLAIN: You don't know- yet. (He follows them.) 
cooK: I'll have to tell her, she'll e~ect t? see him. 
CHAPLAIN: Tell her he'll be back. ~ Ex~ t ) 
He leaves. The COOK shakes his head, finally approaches the 
wagon. ..:r woo «.Co~ip_.S J' 
cooK: Hi! Won't you come out? I'm the cook! ~e you'~any-
. thing to eat in there? (He looks in.) She's got a blanket over 
~\ 1 .. · her head. ;·. · : i\ ~... Can=: Re-enter MOTHER co~"V;4.reathles"b.fl~carrc/tfg -'· rr · l her goods. Places them -co'tne :L ag .. 
MOTHER coURAGE: The peace is over! The war's on again- has been 
for three days! I d~tget rid of this stuff after all, thank God! 
a. ~shooting~ st;e:l!t1ti in the town already. We must get 
away. Pack, Kattrin! What's on your mind? 
cooK: Nothing. 
MOTHER COURAGE: But there is. I see it in your face. 
cooK: Eilif was here. Only he had to go away again. 
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THE RELIGIOUS WAR HAS LASTED SIXTEEN YEARS, AND GERMANY HAS 
LOST HALF ITS INHAiliTANTS. THOSE WHO ARE SPARED IN BATTLE DIE 
BY PLAGUE. OVER ONCE-BLOOMING COUNTRYSIDE HUNGER RAGES. 
TOWNS ARE BURNED DOWN. WOLVES PROWL THE EMPTY 
STREETS. IN THE AUTUMN OF 1634WEFIND MOTHER COURAGE 
IN THE FICHTELGEBIRGE NOT FAR FROM THE ROAD THE 
SWEDISH ARMY IS TAKING. WINTER HAS COME EARLY 
AND IS SEVERE. BUSINESS IS BAD. ONLY BEGGING RE-
MAINS. THE COOK RECEIVES A LETTER FROM 
UTRECHT AND IS SENT PACKING. 
In front of a half-ruined parsonage. Early winter. A grey 
morning. Gpsts of wind. MOTHER coURAGE and the cooK at 
the wagon in rags. 
i. 
cooK:J]l~r:e are no lights. No one is up. (X DC) 
MOTHERcomGE:'*But it's a parsonage. The parson'll have to leave * ( X D 0 
his feather bed to go ring the bells. Then he'll have himself 
some hot soup. 
COOK: Where'll he find it? The Wnole village is starvirtg. 
MOTHER COURAGE: _Why don't we sing him som~thing? 
cooK: Anna, I've had enough. A letter came from Utrecht, did I 
tell you? My mother died of cholera. The inn is mine. Look! 
(He hands her the letter. She glances through it.) 
MOTHER couRAGE~I'm tired of this wandering life. I feel like a *(X DRC 
butcher's dog, taking meat to the customers and getting none 
formyself. . 
cooK: The world's coming to an end. 
MOTHER COURAGE: Sometimes I dream of driving through hell 
with this wagon- and selling brimstont. Or I see myself * ( X DLC 
driving through heaven handing out supplies to wandering 
souls! If only we could find a place where there's no shooting, 
me and my children-what's left of 'em-we might rest 
up a while. 
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MOTHER COURAGE 319 
coo~ Why don't we open this inn together? With you or without*( X: to Cour .. 
you, I'm leaving: fQr Utrecht todav .. Thinldt ~ver. . 11 • 1 ( 
* -=:to.IK rn ~tl$ 6 "-oaefii • K~·Y'I - -rva E:l)merou * X to w go n ) MOTHER COURAGE: I must~ Ka . l\Kattrin! c~.B.IN comes out . 
f th ) . . 0 • "\'v.te. c (') \'t C..:l;' u.J~ o e wagon. cnc, 
the cgele enel rne."f&~~~~~eft an mn. We'd be sure 
ofourclinher.Andyp~'~liaveabedofyourown.Wha~tdo ~ *(Cook X to 
&? +k\ l\ h ~ --n'\0...:\-* . ..... 
Cour. 
cooK: Anna, I must speak to you alone. (X DC ) 
MOTHER COURAGE: Go back in, Kattrin. (X DC t R of c 0 ok) 
KATTRIN does so. .Jtv,n t::l.. 
cooK: There's a misunderstanding hi hoped I wouldn't have to come 
right out with it- but if you're bringing her, it's all off. 
KATTRIN is listening- her head sticking out at the back of the 
wagon. ~ ~ hca:,.4.Q 
MOTHER COURAGE: Y ou.owa::rrt:-me to leave Kattrin behind? 
cooK: There's no room. The inn isn't a place with three counters. 
If the two of us stand on our hind legs we can earn a living, 
but three's too many. Let Kattrin keep your wagon. 
MOTHER COURAGE: I was thinking she might find a husband in 
Utrecht. 
cooK: At her age? With that scar? 
MOTHER coURAGE: Not so loud! 
cooK: The customers wouldn't like it! (X C ) 
MOTHER coURAGE: Not soJoud, I said! 
~~ooK: There's a light in thq)arsonage. We'd better sinf. Worthy 
Master Parson, and all within, we shall now sing the song 
of Solomon, Holy Saint Martin, and other good men who 
came to a bad end, so you can see we're good folk too, and 
*(X DC to 
in specm 
parsonag light) 
d.~~i!t!· .. ______ _.have a hard time getting by, ~pecially: in winte~. (He sings. 
MOTHER coURAGE j~ins. him in the ref1'al7zs: y.,.:::_~ ..... -~. 
THE SONG OF THE WISE AND GOOD 
You've heard of wise old Solomon ( Cour • X DRC) 
You know his history. 
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He thought so little of this earth 
He cursed the hour of his birth 
Declaring: all is vanity. 
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How very wise was Solomon! 
Buterenightcameand day did go (Courage joins Cook 
This fact was clear to everyone: each ,chorus ) 
It was his wisdom that had brought him low. 
(Better for you if you have none.) 
(Spoken)* 
For the virtues are dangerous in this world, you're better off 
without, you have a nice life- some good hot soup included. 
We're told to be unselfish and share what we have, but what 
if we have nothing? Unselfishness is a very rare virtue, it 
simply doesn't pay. 
Unselfish Martin could not bear 
His fellow creatures' woes. 
He met a beggar in the snows 
And gave him half his cloak to wear: 
So both of them fell down and froze. 
What an unselfish paragon! 
But ere night came and day did go 
This fact was clear to everyone: . 
Itwasunselfishnessthatbroughthimlow. 
(Better for you if you have none.) 
*( 
on 
sp 
lines 
Cook 
That's how it is! We're good w7d.on.'t Steal, we don't kill, ' 
we don't burn the house dowN; and so, as .the song says, we* ( Cour • 
sink lower and lower and there isn't a plate of soup going. 
God's Ten Corn.rD.andments we have kept 
And acttd11S we should. 
It has not done us any good. Cour • · ·XDLC) 
0 you who sit beside a :fire 
Please help us now: our need is diJ;e! 
Strict godliness we've always shown~ Cour X)C to Apron. ~ o 
But ere night came and day did go C 0 ok 
This fact was clear to everyone: 
I· 
MOTHER COURAGE 
It was our godliness that brought us low. 
(Better for you if you have none.) 
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VOICE (from above): You there! Come up! There's some hot soup· 
for you! 
MOTHER co~GE: I couldn't swallow a thing. Was that your last 
word? 
cooK: The inn isn't big enough. We better go u,p. 
MOTHER COURAGE: I'll get Kattrin. 
87 
cooK: If there are three of us the parson won't like it. Stick somy-
thing in your pocket for her. 
The cooK and MOTHER ,coURA~E enter the parsonagefurrru:# (Exit down 
climbs out of the wagon with a bundle. Making sure the others ce~ter aisle 
f?ave gone, she lays out on a wagon wheel a sk.irt of her 'through ·· 
mother's and a pair of the. cooK's pants. She has just finished, audience) 
and picked her bundle up, when MOTHER coURAGE comes down 
with soup for her.. , · 
MOTHER couRAGE: KattrinfWhere do you think you're going?*( Ka;t • runs; 
(She examines the bundle.) Ah! So you were listening! I told Cour • catch 
him: nothing doh?-g- he can have his lousy inn. (Now she 
sees the skirt and pants.) Oh, you stupid girl! Now what if 
I'd seen that, and you'd been gone! (KATTRIN tries to leave. 
Her mother holds her.) And don't imagine I sent him packing 
on your account. It was the wagon. They can't part me from 
my wagon. Now we'll put the cook's things here where he'll •. 
:find 'em, that silly rna! You and I are leaving. (She climbs up *(~laceS clo 
on the wagon and throws the rest of the cooK's few things on apron i 
; down on to the·pants.) There! He's :firedfThe last man I'll ~' 
..i:IPIIIWII._IIill, i.f.:2,,.. ... ;;., ever take into this bwain<iss,!, Get into harness, Kattrin. This ,I 
'1--'.W.~~-~-~-~~ winter will passlike·n-11-eh~ . .,..1 
c 
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The two women harness themselves to the wagon and start I 
out. A gust of wind. When they have disappeared, the cooK 1 
re-enters, still chewing. He sees his things. Stops in light.: 
~4 Takes bit~ of bread. 
s her) 
hes 
light) 
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JANUARY, 1636. CATHOLIC TROOPS THREATEN THE PROTESTANT TOWN 
OF HALLE. THE STONES BEGIN TO TALK. MOTHER COURAGE 
LOSES HER DAUGHTER AND JOURNEYS ONWARD 
ALONE. THE WAR IS NOT YET NEAR ITS END. 
;i,S A. The wagon, very far gone now, stands near a farmhouse 
~a.~6.!1.\0"-..,--:--- with a straw roof. It is night. Out of the wood come a LIEUTEN-
61 ANT and THREE SOLDIERS in full armor. 
LIEUTENANT: And there mustn't be a sound. If anyone yells, cut 
hlmdown. 
FIRST SOLDIER: But we'll have to knock- if we want a guide. 
LIEUTENANT: Knocking's a natural noise, it's all right, could be a 
cow bitting the wall of the cowshed. 
The soldiers knock at the farmhouse door. An OLD PEASANT 
· 1 woMAN opens. A hand is clapped over her mouth. Two soldi.fr 61..-~., _ ~;.· e:~( See blocking diagram on oppos~ e 
. PEASANT'S VOICE: What is it? . (The soldiers bring OUt an OLD 
PEASANTandhissoN.) . _ 
LIEUTENANT (pointing to the wagon on which KATTRIN has ap-
peared)~ There's another. (A SOLDIER pulls her out.) Is this 
everybpdy? 
OLD PEASANT: That's our son. 
PEASANT woMAN: And that's a girl that can't talk. Her mother's in 
town buying up stocks because the shopkeepers are running 
away and selling cheap. 
OLD PEASANT: They're canteen people. 
LIEUTENANT: I'm warning you. Keep quiet One sound and you'll 
have a sword in your ribs. I need someone to show us the path 
to the town. (Poin# to the YOUNG PEASANT:) You! Come here! 
, YOUNG PEASANT: I don'tknowanypath! 
SECOND SOLDIER (grinning): He don't know any path! 
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YOUNG P:EASANT: I don't help Catholics. 
LIEUTENANT (to SECOND SOLDIER): Show IDm your SWOrd. ( 2nd S 01. ID OV 
YOUNG PEASANT (forced to his knees, a sword at his throat): I'd DL) 
rather die!· 
SECOND soLDIER (againmimicking): He'd rather die! 
FIRST SOLDIER: We'll soon fix this. (Walks over to the cowshed.)(D R Off 
Two cows and a bull. Listen, you. If you aren't going to be 1 
reasonable, I'll saber your cattle. 
YOUNG PEASANT: Not the cattle! 
PEASANT woMAN (weeping)h Spare the cattle, Captain, or we'll *C X DR) 
starve! 
LIEUTENANT: If he must be stubborn. 
FIRST SOLDIER: I think I'll start with the bull. 
YOUNG PEASANT (to pis father): Do I have to? (The OLD PEASANT 
nods.) I'll do it.( 2nd Sol. throws him to ground) 
PEASANT WOMAN: *rhank you, thank you, Captain, for sparing us, * ( X t 0 
for ever and ever, Amen. 
The OLD PEASANT stops her going on thanking him. 
:FIRsT soLDIER.: I knew the bull came first all right! (Puts sword a way) _ 
Led by the YO~G PJ0SANU the LIEUTENANT and the soldiers 
• • J!:Oi£n their~. ( Exi. ~ . ,.Ji) 
-·-' •.tll.Sn -:r ~~ ~ \ ~r OLD P:EASANT: W.,bat goe~r on? Nothing good, I guess. 
PEASANT WOMAN: Maybe they're just scouts. What are you doing? 
OLD PEASANT (setting a ladder against the roof and climbing up): 
I'm seeing if they're alone. (On the roof:) Things are moving 
-all over. I can see armor. And a cannon. The.re must be more 
than a regiment. God have mercy on the town and its people! 
PEASANT wol'{1AN: Are there lights in the town? 
OLD PEASANT: No, they're all asleep. (He climbs down.) It's an 
attack. They'll all be slaughtered in their beds. 
PEASANT WOMAN: The watchman'll give warning. (X RC) 
OLD PEASANT: They must have killed the watchman in the tower 
on the hill or he'd have sounded his hom before this. 
PEASANT WOMAN: If there were more of us ... 
MOTHER COURAGE 
OLD PEASANT: But being that we're alone with that cripple . 
PEASANT WOMAN: There's nothing we can do, is there? 
OLD PEASANT: Nothing. 
PEASANT WOMAN: We can't get to the town in the dark. 
OLD ?EASANT: The whole hillside's swarming with men. 
PEASANT WOMAN: We could give a sign? 
OLD PEASANT: And be CUt down for it? 
9J 
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PEASANT WOMAN: No, there's nothing we can do. (To KATTRIN:) (X DR) 
2 62 •w=s.-J P£ai;l, poor thing, pr!J.y! There's nothing we can do to stop 
this bloodshed, so even if you can't talk, at least pray! He hears, 
if no one else does. I'll help you. (All kneel, KATTRIN behind.) 
Our Father, which art in Heaven, hear our prayer, let not 
the town perish with all that lie therein asleep and fearing 
nothing. Wake them, that they rise and go to the walls and 
see the foe that comes with fire and sword in the night down 
the hill and across the fields. God protect our mother and ma~e 
the watchman not sleep but wake ere it's too late. And save 
our son-in-law too, 0 God, he's there with his f<Iur children, 
let them not perish, they're innocent, they know nothing, one 
of them's not two years old, the eldest is seven. (KATTRIN rises, 
~~i . troubled.) Heavenly Father, hear us, only Thou canst help us 
1 WheiJ Kat. Of we die, for we are weak and have no sword nor nothing; 
ls on Ladderwe cannot trust our own strength but only Thine, 0 Lord; 
' we are in Thy hands, our cattle, our farm, and the town too, 
we're all in Thy hands, and the foe is nigh unto the walls with 
all his power. (KATTRIN, unperceived, has crept off to the 
wagon, has taken something out of it, put it under her skirt, 
and has climbed up the ladder to the roof.) Be mindful of the 
children in danger, especially the little ones, be mindful of 
the old folk who cannot move, and of all Christian souls, 0 
Lord. 
1_6 ~ A l OLD PEASANT: And forgive us our trespasses {18 we forgive them 
' 1 that trespass against us. Amen. · ·-
4ount )I Sitting on the roof, KATTRIN takes a drum from under her 
Ready: 0 f DL 
4 Soldi rs 
Yeung P asant 
6_113 j skirt, and starts to beat it. . =1• PEASANTwoMAJt, H""veD", what's >ilie domg?* (Both rise quickly) 
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OLD PEASANT: She's out of her mind! 
PEASANT WOMAN: Get her down, quick! (The OLD PEASANT runs 
to the ladder but KATTRIN pulls it up on the roof.) She'll get 
us in trouble. 
OLD PEASANT: Stop it this minute, you silly cripple! 
PEASANT WOMAN: The soldiers'll come! 
OLD PEASANT (looking for stones): I'll stone you! (thrOWS StOneS) 
PEASANT WOMAN: Have you no pity, don't you have a heart? 
We have relations there too, four grandchildren. If they 
find us now, it's the end, they'll stab us to death! (KATTRIN 
is staring into the far distance, toward the town. She goes on 
drumming. To the PEASANT:) I told you not to let that sort 
into the farm. What do they care if we lose our cattle? 
LIEUTENANT (running back with soldiers and YOUNG PEASANT): 
I'll cut you all to bits! (See blocking diagram on OI>posi t 
PEASANT WOMAN: We're innocent, sir, we couldn't stop her! page) 
LIEUTENANT: Where's the ladder? 
OLD PEASANT: On the roof. 
LIEUTENANT (calling): Throw down the drum. I order you! (To 
peasants:) You're all in this, but you won't live to tell the tale: 
OLD PEASANT: They've been cutting down fir trees around her!)t If *(moves 
we get a good long trunk we can knock her off the roof . . ._ . DR ) 
FIRST SOLDIER (to the LIEUTENANT): May I make a suggestion? (He 
wbis~ sometbing to tbe LIEUTENANT, wbo nods. To KAT-
~ YlClV~ am TRIN: JListen, you!o\ ~r. Everyene ift- that 
. d ~ u/ tm~tB is g:onna get kmed. Come down, go with us to the town, 
\ en ~I ShOWUSYOm:mOt~erand We'llsp~eher, 
a..V'Yl <JOO KATTRINreplteswztb more drummmg. 
I,....---· 
LIEUTENANT (pus bing bim away): She doesn't trust you, no wonder 
with your face. (He calls up to KATTRIN:) Hey, you! Sup-
pose I give you my word? I'm an officer, my word's my bond! 
(KATTRIN again replies witb drumming- barder tbis time.) 
Nothing is sacred to her. 
FIRST soLDIER: They'll sure as hell hear it in the town. 
J 
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LIEUTENANT: We must make ~nother noise. Louder than that.drum. 
What can we make a noise with? 
FIRST soLDIER: We mustn't make a noise! 
LIEUTENANT: A harmless noise, fool, a peacetime noise! 
OLD PEASANT: I could start chopping WOOd. 
LIEUTENANT: That's it! (The PEASANT brings his axe and chops 
away.) Chop! Chop harder! Chop for your life! It's not 
enough. (To FIRST SOLDIER:) You chop too! I 
I
I OLD PEASANT: I've only one axe. 
LIEUTENANT: We must set fire to the farm. Smoke her out. I 
*(X DC) G~:~.OLD =~:! ~~~~~ :o!o:v~~~, ~hen they see fire from 
1 
c. KATTRIN is laughing now and drumming harder J.l?£ever. 
LIEUTENANT: Laughing at us, is she? I'll~ her Q. ..... if it's the 
last thing I do. B.~;ing me a musket! 
Two soldiers off. 
PEASANT WOMAN: fhave it, Captain. That's their wagon over there,* (X DC) 
Captain. If we smash that, she'll stop. It's all they have, Captain. 
i LIEUTENANT (to the YOUNG PEASANT): Smash it! (Calling:) If you 
don't stop that noise, we'll smash up your wagon! 
The YOUNG PEASANT deals the wagon a couple of feeble blows 
with a board. 
PEASANT WOMAN (to KATTRIN): Stop, you little beast! 
KATTRIN stares at the wagon and pauses. Noises of distress 
come out of her. She goes on drumming. 
LIEUTENANT: Where are those sonsofbitches with that gun? 
FIRST SOLDIER: They can't have heard anything in the town or 
we'd hear their cannon. 
· LIEUTENANT (calling): They don't hear you. And now we're going 
to shoot. I'll give you one more chance: throw do-wn that 
drum! 
• YOUNG PEASANT (dropping the board, screaming to KATTRIN): Don't 
stop now! Go on, go on, go on! 
The soldier knocks him down and stabs him. KATTRIN starts 
crying but goes on drumming. 
92 
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PEAsANTwoMAN: You'rekillinghim! (thrOW:" herself on soldier 
The soldiers arrive with the gun. 
LIEUTENANT: Set it up! (CaUingwhile the gun is set up on forks:) 
Once for all: stop that drumming! (StiU crying, KATTRIN is 
drumming as bard as she can.) li'ire! 
.. ..... 
The soldiers fire. KATI'RIN is bit. She gives the drum another 
feeble beat or two, then collapses. 
LIEUTENANT: So that ends the noise. 
But the last beats of the drum are lost in the din of cannon 
from the town. Mingled with the thunder of cannon, alarm-
bells are heard in the distance. 
FIRST SOLDIER: She made it. 
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12 
Toward morning. The drums and pipes of troops on the 
march, receding. In front of the wagon MOTHER coURAGE sits 
by KATrRIN's body. The THREE PEASANTs of the last scene 
are standing near~ Woman at DL, X DC) 
PEASANT woMAN: The regiments have all left. No, there's still 
one togo • 
. OLD PEASANT (to MOTHER COURAGE); YOU must latch on to it. 
You'll never get by alone. Hurry! 
MOTHER coURAGE: Maybe she's asleep. (She sings:) 
Lullay, lullay, what's that in the hay? 
The neighbor's kids cry but mine are gay. 
The neighbor's kids are dressed in dirt: 
Your silks were cut from an angel's skirt. 
They are all starving: you have a cake; 
If it's too stale, you need but speak. 
Lullay, lullay, what's rustling there? 
One lad fell in Poland. The other is- where? 
I MOTHER coURAGE: You shouldn't have told her about the children. 
OLD _PEASANT: If you hadn't gone off to get your cut, maybe it 
_ wouldn't have happened. -
94 
MOTHER COURAGE: I'm glad she can sleep. 
' PEASANT woMAN:. She's no.t asleef, it's time you realized, she's* (Kneels and 
through. · Kat.'- s han 
: OLD PEASANT: You must get away. There are wolves in these parts. 
And the bandits are worse. 
MOTHER coURAGE (stands up): That's right. (covers Kat. with coat) 
i OLD PEASANT: Have you no one left? 
MOTHER COURAGE: Yes, my son Eilif. 
OLD PEASANT: Find him then, leave her to us. 
PEASANT WOMAN: We'll give her a proper burial, you needn't 
1 ~ worry. 
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MOTHER coURAGE: Here's a; little money for the expenses. (She 
harnesses herself to the W'!I_On.) I hope I can pull the wagon 
. = an,,.. by myselfE. Yes, I'll manafe. There's not much in it now. (The 
.,...,... ·o-a·- last regiment is heard passing.) Hey! J'ake me with )ill.U! 
""»u!'. ........... ££W 
' 
The men arebeard singing The Sonl1Jj"Jf!fo1E"tf"e'ditiajf'e: 
•, c.ur · 
t t--- _...,_ .._ ' ---::. -Dangers, surprises, devastations..-
ad • The war t::Jkes hold and will not quit. 
S C But though it last three generations 
We shall get nothing out of it. 
~ A Starvation, filth, and cold enslave us. 
U ' ~ The anny robs us of our pay. 
~ Only a miracle can save us ~ ~ And miracles have had their day. , · Christians, awake! The winter's gone! 1 'J The snows depart, the dead sleep o_n. , And though you may not long surv.tve ~j ~ fip ] 6 l '"'" ......! Get out of bed and look alive! 
L:.. -d 
ii f_ ' 
1.1 'D~~sr- ,_~ea:t;s.,.~ "tl;a.e_r;l.....lfrad2 s.ouud ~ 
lfu.a-:-· ---: 'cuRTA:cds 
11 .. ~~==-=-- Curtain 1. up-_.:.actors on stage--l 
1
!, · 2 up--Princip~es-------2 
1 3 up--Courage & Kattrin3 
. (, .· .. . 1 . 4 up--Company----------4 
~~House Li gb;t.,a -~E!.t~. ~ ...... Y..21lB,':f;,. 
'' I . 
,. ~·-
out 
out 
out 
out 
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Print 
Project 
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Print 
PROPERTY LIST 
'JENE I 
igarettes 
lrmon.ica 
in. box 
lpers 
ld Map 
ib le 
:>cumen.t 
'tife 
vo helmets 
zper (slips) 
lack crayon. 
2lt (with silver trim) 
Jins 
Jttle of brandy 
1per & pencil (Sergeant) 
"JENE II 
7.e capon 
i.ece of beef 
i.tchen. knife 
2ttle 
Jttle of wine 
lp 
2lery, carrots, potatoes 
"JENE III 
2gimen.tall flag (Protestant) 
~otheslin.e 
nnon 
g of bu.Z.tets 
lored hat 
wing equipment 
d boots 
tt le of brandy 
ree glasses 
pe 
rse with money 
wder and puff 
sh box 
od 
sket 
hes 
g (Catholic) 
kage of meat 
sses 
SCENE III (cont.) 
Drying cloth 
Stretcher 
Blanket 
Clothes 
Sma l l pic t ure 
Cloak 
SCENE IV 
Bench 
Ripe 
Sword 
SCENE V 
Counter 
Glasses (4-6) 
Liquor 
Woman's fur coat 
Board (for weapon.) 
Stack of military shirts 
Baby 
SCENE VI 
Counter 
Bottles 
Glasses 
Checkers 
Pen.ci l 
Paper 
Basket of glasses 
Kerchief 
Tin.box of biscuits 
Axe 
Chopping block 
Basket of leather goods, par-
cels, and frwit 
Drum (medium.) 
Bandage 
Red boots (same) 
SCENE VII 
Flask 
'ENE VIII 
rge bag of bedding 
ir pins 
ndle 
man's walking stick 
othes 1 leather goods 
pe for hands 
hnapps' glass 
anket 
EN£ IX 
ndle 
nts 
irt 
hunk of bread 
n's clothes 
E:NE XI 
shes of food 
o swords 
dder 
ttm 
ones 
pping block 
vy stick or board 
se with money · 
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4o Lighting plot 
The following Key is the instrument key for the lighting 
.ot on the followigg P.age. 
\ 
r-l===>century LekO ~ 450 w Scoop 
.0 -::Seam Projector 
~Linnebach 
.#\_ .. · ... ·
~~ .6n Fresnel 
P.O. 
~ 1000 W Lek6 KEY 
·-The following light plot was copiea from the lighting 
... 
si:gner' s large ground plan. whic.h. was to scale t '' • 1 ;!\ • 
- 4 
.... ~ ,.--------,-----------r.-., ______ ....... ..,. 
.. -··· MOTHER COURAGE 
,_' ··~:,_ 't __ d_J.:::... r=--e...:..c...:..t_e . ...:..d--=-b~y___;,;W:::..m:..:.•__;;;T;.;;.;h;;;;;r....::a::.:.:s:..:.h::.:.:e:..:.r;__ ___ -t-' 
lighting desipned by Paul L. Wesel \' 
Produced mn March. 1961 
Graduate Thesis Production 
Scale ~ " * 1 • 
-
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1 
f 
D 
\ ~\ ~J 
-4?\ 
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f 
I 
Ground Plan· 
210 Stage 
--
ll Linnebach 
l10"1 proj eo tors fo 
.~1 screen 
~­
--ru-
,__,.:s • 
ci 
I 
--
p_ipe #5 
_lt. U>e #4 
1 t. pipe __ #l 
SOUND PLOT 
)LOGUE-': 
Cue # l : Struck 
'SNE I: 
Cue #2: Military drum (Bridge from Scene l to Scene 2) 
'?NE II: 
Cue #3: Sound of cannon in the distance. 
'?NE III:: 
Cue #4: Cannons and shots. (Continue for some time) 
I, 
Cue #5: Drum roll in the distance (For the execution) 
Cue #6: Drums (Military march) (As bridge from Scene 3 to 
Scene 4) 
'?NE IV: 
No sound cues. 
E V: 
Cue #7: Victory march in the distance. 
Cue #8: Victory march repeated. 
Rain (As bridge from Scene 5 to Scene 6) 
E VI: 
Cue #9: Funeral march over rain. 
Cue # lO: Cannon 
Cue #ll: Drum roH (As bridge from Scene 6 to Scene 7) 
E VII: 
No sound cues. 
E VIII: 
Cue #l2 A&B: Village church bells (For announcing end of war) 
Cue #l3: Cannons, etc. 
99 
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'?NE IX: 
C:u.e # Z4 Wind 
Wind as bridge from Scene 9 to Scene LO) 
r<JNE X: 
No sound cues., 
F:NE XI: 
C:u.e #l5: Musket shot (on stage) which kills Kattrin. 
Bridge Scene tl and Scene l2 with canno~ and bells. 
F:NE XII: 
que #t6: Men marchtng awa;y. 
I 
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6" Music Plot 
The music for the play w~s a problem. The original 
~re by Paul Dessau had been withdrawn for public performance 
e new scor,e, by Darius JI!Iilhaud, w~s not available except 
rough the co~poser's permission which I was told not to 
9ect for such a production. In my conversations vtith 
ic Bentley the only secure thing that was advised was to 
re music written or to write it for the nine songs. Since 
1ave had four. years of undergraduate work in music· and have 
~empted some com~osing I decided to tackle the job of 
Lting the accompaniments for the nine songs. This was a tas 
' I 
i was accomplished rather rapidly, of course at the sake of 
1e of the calibre o~ the music. I found it a challenge for 
ability a~d my'inte~est in music, especially in ~iting 
1ic for dramatic-productions. And I was pleased with 
! overall service the music rendered and the overall reactio s 
the music. 
The problems were to write music that could be sung by 
1xperienced voices and that would also be inte~esting and 
.table for the play. I wrote the music to be played by 
mall organ, or harmonium. In performance a piano w~s used 
nee such an instrument was available and an appropriate 
.d organ was not) for all of the songs except that of 
her Courage. A small electronic organ:i (sounding very 
h like an accordian) was used.for this. 
The following is a music plot, giving the melodies of 
h of the songs used and referring the reader to the 
e in the text where the song ap.c_Jes~rs. The full score is 
cop~it.ed·H:ind is available o-w,ly fro:@. the composer, Willi 
asher. 
(l) 
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The Song of Mother Courage (See text, 
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I I , , 
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l"(ife and the Soldier (See text, page 
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COSTUMES 
Sketches 
and 
Plot 
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COSTUME PLOT. FOR MOTHER COUF.AGE 
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-
i.f<" Mother Courage Katrin . Yvett,e .r-"'f' 
-·· 
... 
... 
Scene I Grey.skirt, Bl. sweater;' Brown skitr, Br. 
~limple, leather vest w/ · E< apron, terry clo~ h 
spoon. . undershirt; Br. 
vest. 
Scene II Discards leather vest. 
'Scene III Add jacket & wimple. Adds tUniC Brightly 
colored 
silk 
dress w/ 
feather-a:! 
' 
.. 
hat. · 
Scene IV Bl. sweater wl vest and 
.I~' white anron. · 
Scene v. B. sweater only. 
t Scene VI ' 
Scene VII 
Seeu.e VIII Black 
taffeta 
Scene IX Change to rags Changes to <ires~. 
- . 
.. 
ragged skirt & 
Seen~ X ragged jacket 
Scene XI 
I Scene XII 
' 
~ 
\ 
··if' 
~--, 
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, ... 
..• 
..., .. Eiii£:r .. 
. Swiss Cheese Cook 
I 
·Scene I Terry cloth Terry cloth tunic., 
' tunic, tights, and trousers, 
cap, sandals, sandals 
·. leg-lacing:.;». 
# •. 
Scene II Apron, terry 
cloth tunic, 
tights, cap. 
I 
i 
Scene III Soldier1 s tTni1lo rm Soldierts Unifcr ~ 
. 
Scene VIII Soldier1 s Univo rm Green tunic w/ 
. belt • 
.. 
Scene IX Ragged top 
.· 
l_, 
·-·· 
Chaplain I) Peasants SoJd :irers ( 13) 
~-
Ec-clesiastical ra be lqskirt-blouse, Grey tunics 
in Scenes 1-)a, scarf Grey Breeches 
~hanges in 3b to 7 prs. boots 
terry c1. o~h 1 skirt-apron, . 10 helmets 
peasant clothes blouse, hood 10 vests 
1 boy's shirt, 
b.ap, pants, (terry cloth) 
, 1 man1 s terry cloth 
tartan-leather 
suit, 
.. 
" 
--~ .... -.. 
-· .. --.-
--- --- -------- - -~ 
----------
- --------
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8. Make-Up Designs 
The make-up was one of the most disorganized aspects 
the production. I did not want extreme ree:,_listic 1!18.ke-up 
r any characters, but did wsnt a general impression of 
rticular ages or characteristics. I turned the make-up over 
Jim Elliott, my stage manager's husband, who has had exp-
ience and who was available for this sort of help. I dis-
ssed the make-u:9 with him and we came to certain agreements 
out the make-up, from there he proceeded to experiement 
enever he could get the actors under the proper lightsl 
e make-up was not consistently the same through:.Hllllt the 
rformances because we kept finding things to chant'e accordin 
the lighting. It was stylized and seemed to fit the 
erall interpretation very well. The thing I was mainly 
ncerned about was grey hair for older people, heavy lines 
rage and hardness, and Kattrin's scar, which had to be seen 
I 
a yet couldn t be 'VJery complicated since it had to be done 
0 
a matter of a few seconds. 
Since no attention was givento it during the criticism 
have accepted the fact that it was at least acce:9table and 
ouldn't require any specific e~fort in the evaluation. 
I do not have a knowledge of the art of make-up and 
inl< any attempt to make such a make-up plot would be 
sted effort because at this point it would be guess-work 
d relatively inadequate, suggec3ting something that did not 
tually exist in performances. 
110 8c 111 
Eii. Photographs 
Scene 1--Mother Courage: '1 And we' ve seen the 
whole wide world together---this 
wagon-load and me." 



I. Critical Notices 
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I. Critical Notices 
!he following notes were taken from the student-faculty 
·i tique which followed the Friday. evening dress. rehearsal and 
·e briefly summarized. at the end of this section from other 
1mments received from the faculty in the ~culty critmque 
,d from general reactions to the performances· from members of 
,e audience. ) 
:udent-Faculty Critique: (Questions and observations) 
.d you work with alienation"Pu 
1here was extensive discussi'on of the alienation techniq~e 
.d it's effectiveness in this performance.) 
·ou ~nted to make interest in characters objective. Vfuat 
re you working for? For this or against it? I became 
volved with Katrin t I didn 1 t mind it. 11 
feel that the different degrees of involvement came across. 
t I also feel that involvement must come first before 
ienation can be effective. 11 
he muffled drum alienated Katrin. Ifuou2ht the songs were 
ry good. But ce~tain props gothered me, such as the 
:1 boots, the mugs and the pipes." 
1e action of Courage, which is to preserve herself and her 
ildren, needs to be stronger •••• an all-consuming kind of 
ing •••• make it intense ••••• aourage pulling wagon at end, 
~thing in human nature that keeps us going and alive!" 
think we should see the scene chances." 
}Ul ty Comments: 
>Od things happen occasionally." 
LY don't you light the scene changes •••• it might be 
~y interesting. I don't feel the projections are )ded. 11 
~veral peo~le in the audience agreed with this statement.~ 
,e proj edtions seem to say, 'Look, here's such and such. • " 
.is is a play about people. You tried to show us in terms 
environment. Don't think this worked." 
___ --::__· -· ·-·- -~.::.-..::_-
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bm Scene 3 on I was involved with these characters, 
ecially Katrin telling about Swi.ss. Cheese being captured. 
pn•t feel you should alienate these characters. Brecht 
~elf couldn't get away from it.u 
I 
~ music does fit in with the dirge of v-var; I feel it 
i suggest movine; around the country.u 
~e it dovm to the basic physical things: An animal 
tecting the young: Hunger; how does a person feel? 
th of' Katrin, alienates us because we can't comprhhend 
~ages desire to go on." 
ie war is very much presant in this play. Would like to 
/t it is close:s, more urgency and immediacy." 
i( Examples of' what was meant were: Catholic flag being 
:taken down; soldieFs swarmmng up the hill.) 
fee 
.don't think\1the scenes (projections) work for the show.'' 
!don't agree with~~~The Projections of scenes work fo~ me .• 
i fading into background. This made it epic to me •••• was 
)de II 
think we should judge in terms of' drama." 
(the following are part of the preceeding statement) 
~.at is play about?" 
~.at does Brecht say? 11 
ds was an excellent directorial intention." 
:t us see the scene changes. tt 
think the play comments on everything." 
.e play is experiences thro~vn together in order to be one 
at experience. 11 
e scene changes are too complex." 
'· \ 
J. Final hindsight conclusions and comments 
.--
rr. Final hindsight concfuusions and comments 
Volumes could be written at this point dealing only 
the hindsight that I as a director have concerning the 
reduction of Mother Courage. But the encouraging thing 
bout hindsight _is that one has, at least, the ability and 
11 
·ti tical judgenieiit t. -o,:~<re wha.t could be done that was not done, 
· how much more could be done in the work attempted. 
-. "'--.. ' 
l First hihtlsights ,~-ohcern --the production as an artistic 
""- ··-- . - -
~it. I wanted to work with a p~ticular theatrical style 
~fined as epic. Fortunately I chose a play that offered the 
,jKinium opportunity in this particular style. I learned that 
~ts, to be sure, the thrilling style I always felt it to be, 
u it also is one of the most difffucult. Now I understand 
--- u of the difficulty of the style, and I believe that I have 
ob- in my grasp of epic structure and treatment as a director 
ow what it ca:Q. do and, especially, what it can't do. 
My appetite for epic treatment, and especially for the 
htian epic style, has been increased through my work on 
h~ s play. I know Brecht much better both as a playwright and 
theatre technician. And I know the play,, Mother Courage, 
h better. I have had an· excellent opportunity to try my 
d with the various aspect§ of the play that Have interested 
_ , And my enthusiasm for the play is keener, and much more 
0- \ 
n elligent. 
And when it comes to appetities, I have much more judgemen 
on oerning my appetite and it's relation to the amount of f9od 
hat can be consumed in a normal course of time. I did bite o~ 
than I knew I could chew. I was constantly aware of 
not terribly concerned about it. I was grateful to 
been granted the privilege to do the play because I knew 
e was a goal ahead far exceeding the grasp of any of us who 
involved in the show. This is exactly what I wanted. 
that, too, exciting as it was, took it's toal from the cali e 
f along with my limitations as a director, and 
t 
llrb 
"Should I have it to do over again" •••• I should concentrat~ 
]esG on the production and more on my work with individual 
actors, thereby extending my rehearsing time partially at least 
I mou:ihd expect to be firmer on the second go-round ••. firmer wi "h 
actors, their work, their attendance, and firmer with productio~ 
p~ople. Not so much for my own sake and sake of my work, but 
0 
fpr the personal fulfillment that all of us should feel for 
h3.Ving done "the best job possible. 11 This was accomplished, I 
b~~lieve, to some extent, but not to the extent that was 
Pt'ssible. 
' I would never agree to compose my own music and rehearse 
i ~ wi.th actors plus rehearsing the show and tending to my 
jrE~Sp.onsibili ty With the production staff all in three weeks • 
. I didn 1 t expect my rehearsal time to boil down to this, yet thip 
if~ what happened, for one inevitable reason ar another. But 
~E!ing faced with a lack of p~oper personnel I,would expect to 
maRe certain choices as to what I considered most important. 
Th·s is not to say that for this first go-round that I regret 
a~~ of the effort that I expeaded. It was all for the better 
oi. my production. 
I would also give careful consideration to the particular 
ti~e of year I chose to do this partidular play. I would 
delifin:ttely not choose a period when I had one major production, 
one opera, and one graduate production to cope w~ith. This 
b~e·came one of my ll).aj or obstacles, in casting and in the crew 
work. 
There are many other things to consider when relating 
hi ~dsights in addition to the actual producti·on. I am 
ex "remely impressed with .the enthusiasm and e:>pri t-de-corps 
wh. ch characterized my entire production period. The:re,was 
a btDong in~erest in the play which grew w:tth each day. And 
thE~re was a·unique interest generally in Brecht as a writer. 
I earn~~ so much about my role as a director ••• ahd the terrifPmc 
ta~ k.one has in communicating with actors. But I learned too 
hov very important the personal relationships between actors an1 
I 
l 
I 
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I~ ' director and actors and actors is for the ultimate success of 
, ,_ny perf·ormance. It was necessary to get to know each person, 
~,nd to ),earn to work with that person on stage according to 
the particular needs and abilities of that person. This was 
'n extroadinary job with a cast this size, yet was one of the 
~ost fascinating asiects about my work. 
~ All of us knew that we were experimenting in many ways. 
This was the first Brecht play, and almost the first play of 
epic stature to be undertaken on the graduate thesis level. 
There was a combined interest to make the experiment together ~nd 
t,b make it a successful ~xperiment. 
I I am pleased that it has served that purpose very well. 
I~ has been discussed at length in most of the classes in 
t 1·e Division of Theatre Arts. It was controversial, to be sure, 
ani reactions ranged from almost completely negative to almost 
co[pletely positive. I felt this was exciting, not just for 
my interestA, but also for those of the school. This has been 
on~ of the most re~rding reactions to the performances. 
The criticism was severe in many instances, especially 
with the faculty, and with Dr. Eric Bentley with whom I had 
t~lked at length about various anpects of the play and about 
B.echt's theatre. Yet, much of the criticism could not take 
i to account many of the values that I had placed on the 
p~oduction and on it's value as an experience for me. And 
there were many instances when I had to distinguish between 
a legetimate criticism of my shortcomings in direction and 
proceedure and~ inherent disagreement's with my intention 
a~d interpregation. This sort of distinction came very 
slowly and with much trouble, yet I am rewarded by havine 
p-iven this sort of careful consideration to the criticisms 
-.I 
g~rven me. 
I 
I 
